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Concepts and Applications
This work deals with broad classes of phase transitions in fluids and solids.
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correlations and experimental measurements. Numerous exercises with
hints and solutions, examples and applications, and a guide to key references
help the student to work with the text.
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Theory and Technology
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ters on Polymer and Fiber Integrated Optics, Optical Amplifiers, Micro-Op
tical-Electro-Mechanical Devices, and Photonic and Microwave Wireless Sys
tems are completely new. Problems help the students to deepen their knowl
edge.
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Quantum Mechanics
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derstanding of the technical side of quantum theory wiJI find Schwabl's
Quantum Mechanics very helpful." Contemporary Physics
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Quantum Transport in Submicron Devices
ATheoretical Introduction
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iteration, and software tools.
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ensure that there is input from the physics
community in European science policy.

P. Reineker, the EPS treasurer presented
an overview of the accounts of the Society.
The accounts reflect the 5 main fields ofthe
Strategy Plan: Scientific Issues in Physic;
Physics in Profession; Physics Education;
East West Co-operation and Physics for
Development; and Public Awareness. The
financial situation of the Society remains
satisfactory. The move from Geneva to
Mulhouse has allowed more of the Soci
ety's income to be allocated to activities.
The Society has built up some reserve
funds, the majority of which are reserved
for divisional activities. However, income
has not been increased over the past 7
years, either from increased membership
or increase in fees.

C. Rossel, the EPS Secretary presented
the current staff in Mulhouse and
Budapest. He mentioned that in Mulhouse,
the staff of 6 would increase to 8 very
shortly. This is necessary to handle the
workload from the CLEO@/Europe
EQEC 2003 conference.

C. Rossel also thanked G. Morrison for
his work on improving Europhysics News,
the principal communications tool of the
EPS. He urged all members, especially
Divisions and Groups and National Soci
eties to send in news on their activities
and items of interest to the physics com
munity.

The web page (eps.org) is also a good
means to communicate. However, to keep
people coming back, it needs to be con
stantly updated. The news items would also
be of interest here. One of the most excit
ing developments on the website was
provided by the EPS Technology Group
Chairman, F. Bourgeois and consists of a
guide to industrial property for physicists.

Finally, C. Rossel provided an overview
ofthe plans for the construction ofthe new
office building for the EPS on the campus
of the Universite d'Haute Alsace, in Mul
house. When the EPS moved to Mulhouse,
the authorities agreed to provide the EPS
with office space. The French Government,
together with the Regional and Municipal
governments made a sum of Euro 750 000
for this purpose in 2001. The design of the
building has been chosen, and construc
tion should begin this year and end late in
2003, or early in 2004.
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David Lee, EPS Secretary General

T he General Meeting of the EPS was
held on Wednesday 28 August 2002

during the 12th EPS Trends in Physics
Conference in Budapest. The General
Meeting is the supreme governing body of
the EPS, and all members are represented:
individuals, national societies and associ
ates.

Martial Ducloy, President of the EPS
opened the meeting stating that it is
important to review the actions of the
Society and to allow all members the
chance to provide their ideas and debate
open issues. The Societyhas changed enor
mously over the past 34 years, expanding
to admit new national societies. Since the
last General Meeting, the Georgian Physi
cal Society and the Yugoslav Physical
Societyhave joined.As well, to keep abreast
of the changes in physics, new divisions
and groups have been created, notably the
field ofPhysics ofLife Sciences, and anoth
er in Environmental Physics. These
structural changes have made comprehen
sive constitutional review necessary.

The changes in the political situation in
Europe led to a new Strategy Plan for Sci
ence, adopted by the Council in 2000. Its
political goals are to permit the EPS to rep
resent the entire European physics
community, and to increase the visibility of
physics and the EPS.

Representing the physics community
means first encouraging scientific excel
lence. Here, the activities of the EPS
Divisions and Groups are most important.
They have been very successful especially
through their conferences and prizes. The
need to increase the visibility of physics
has led to many public understanding of
science initiative, particularly in co-opera
tion with European Science Week and
Physics on Stage. The EPS is working in
many other areas as well to attract new stu
dents to physics.

The EPS needs to work with other Euro
pean Learned Societies and International
Organisations. The 2005 World Year of
Physics is an example of a broad interna
tional collaboration of physics societies
around the world. This initiative is aimed
at increasing the public awareness of
physics through a series ofconferences and
other activities.

The EPS is also trying to establish rela
tions to the EU, and the ESF in order to
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Aldo Zenoni, Universitii di Brescia and INFN Sezione di Pavia,
Brescia, Italy
Paola Gianotti, INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Frascati,
Italy

The physics of
hypernuclei

nuclei (with new quantum numbers), in direction of other exotic
nuclear systems (charmed nuclei and so on).

A hypernucleus is generally indicated with the symbol of the
parent nucleus with the suffix A, indicating that a A particle has
replaced a neutron. ~ C means a nuclear system composed of 6
protons, 5 neutrons and one A particle. Three events of double
hypernuclei were observed, in which 2 nucleons are substitutedby
2 A particles. One example is ,J. He, a system composed of2 pro
tons, 2 neutrons and 2 A particles.

The concept of hypernuclei can be extended to nuclei where a
nucleon is replaced by hyperons other than the A one. Experi
mental evidence was claimed ofthe existence ofE-hypernuclei, in
which a nucleon is replaced by a L hyperon. This is rather sur
prising since, in nuclear matter, the L can decay through a strong
interaction process (L + N~A + N) giving very largewidths for
the hypernuclear states, unless a strong suppression mechanism is
at work. However, the experimental evidence of the existence of
narrow L-hypernuclei is rather controversial and only the case of
tHe is considered unambiguous.

After the very first evidence of hyperfragments in cosmic ray
interactions with nuclei, starting from the end of the Sixties, the
installation ofbeams ofK- mesons at particle accelerators made it
possible to study the formation of hypernuclei in the laboratory.
Hypernuclei were produced copiouslywith little background, the
required negative strangeness for A hyperon production being
present in the beam. The typical reaction utilized was the
"strangeness exchange reaction", where a neutron hit by a K- is
changed into a A hyperon emitting a 1t- (K- + n~ A + rr-). The
experimental techniques used in these experiments were photo
graphic emulsions and bubble chambers (filled with He or heavy
liquids) exposed to K- beams. These experiments mainly mea
sured the hyperon binding energies, by means of the kinematical
analysis of the disintegration star, and observed the principal
decay modes of the hypernuclei.

Starting from the Seventies, the study ofhypernuclei was con
tinued with K- beams by means of counter techniques with
magnetic spectrometers and the introduction of new particle
detectors (multiwire proportional chambers and drift chambers).
The identification ofwell defined excited hypernuclear levels, by
means of the kinematical analysis of the production reaction,
was one of the most important results of a first series of experi
ments started at CERN and continued at Brookhaven (USA).
The physical interpretation ofthese spectra was possible in terms
of microscopic descriptions of the A-nucleus and A-nucleon
potentials.

In the Eighties, a new technique for hypernucleus production
was introduced at the Brookhaven laboratory,bymeans ofintense
beams ofhigh energy 1t+. With this technique the A hyperon is
produced inside the nucleus by an "associated production reac
tion" (1t+ + n ~ A + K+). This reaction has a reduced cross
section, compared to the "strangeness exchange" reaction, howev
er this drawback is over compensated by the greater intensities of
the 1t+ beams. The technique was fully exploited at the KEK labo
ratory in Japan where, for more than ten years, a great wealth of
excellent hypernuclear data were produced, concerning both
spectroscopyand decay ofhypernuclei.

The interest in these new data has triggered the attention ofthe
nuclear physics community and, in the last few years, different
laboratories around the world have started a hypernuclear physics
program: COSY at Jiilich in Germany, TJNAF at Newport News in
USA, Nuclotron in Dubna (Russia). Inparticular, it isworth men
tioning the Italian hypernudear project, the FINUDA experiment
(acronim of Flsica NUcleare a DA<I>ne) at the Laboratori Nazion-

'.

,.

; ..-:

H ypernuclear physics was born 50 years ago, in 1953, when
the Polish physicists M. Danysz and J. Pniewski [1] observed,

in a stack of photographic emulsions exposed to cosmic rays at
around 26 km above the ground, the event shown in Figure 1. A
high energy proton, colliding with a nucleus of the emulsion,
breaks it in several fragments forming a star. All the nuclear frag
ments stop in the emulsion after a short path, but one
disintegrates, revealing the presence inside the fragment, stuck
among the nucleons, of an unstable particle decaying weakly, the
A hyperon. For this reason, this particOular nuclear fragment, and
the others obtained afterwards in similar conditions, were called
hyperfragments or hypernuclei.

The A hyperon is a baryon, like the nucleons (proton and neu
tron), with mass 1115.684 ± 0.006 MeV/c2

, 20% greater than the
mass of the nucleon, zero charge and isospin 1=0. It carries a new
quantum number, not contained normally inside the nuclei, the
strangeness S =-1. The A hyperon is unstable and decays with
lifetime 263 ± 2 ps , typical of the weak interaction that doesn't
conserve strangeness and makes a free A mainly disintegrate in a
nucleon~pion system.

However, since strangeness is conserved in the strong interac
tion and the A particle is the lighter particle in the family of

hyperons (baryons with
strangeness), it can stay
in contact with nucleons
inside nuclei and form
hypernuclei. The mere
existence of hypernuclei
is of great scientific inter
est; it gives indeed a new
dimension to the tradi
tional world of nuclei by
revealing the existence of
a new type of nuclear
matter and generating
new symmetries, new
selection rules, etc.
Hypernuclei represent
the first kind offlavoured

j • ..
". .EJg,j,;The first

• ; ,;~ hypernuclear event
to ••• .r

• I ,... observed in a nuclear
.,,,( a ._-----...

----._o£-~ .::;••O'<:..'__ __1 emulsion [1]. (A)
I indicates the star of the primary interaction of the high energy

I' cosmic ray (p) coHiding with a nucleus ofthe emulsion; (f) is the

I,
track of the produced hyperfragment; (B) is the vertex of the

I decay of the hyperfragment.The other non-strange nuclear
II fragments stop in the matter,
L_...~_..~.•_._"'"....._.._ ..~__..•.._._..._.~ ....._... -1

-..~" ....
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... Fig. 2: "5egre tab/e"ofthe 35 known A-hypernuclei.The :
hypernucleus is formed by Zprotons, Nneutrons and a A hyperon.1

!

ali di Frascati of INFN, which is going to start collecting data
next year. The experiment, which has an ambitious physics pro
gram, has some special features compared to traditional
hypernuclear physics experiments. In fact, interestingly enough, it
will operate at a e+e- collider, rather than on an extracted beam.
What follows will describe it in some detail.

Structure of A-hypernuclei
A A-hypernucleus t Z is a bound state ofZ protons, (A-Z-l) neu
trons and a A hyperon. The ground state of such a system is
made by the (A-l) nucleons accommodated in the ground state of
the nucleus (A-l)Z and the A hyperon in its lower energy state.
The A hyperon, carrying the strangeness quantum number, is a
distinguishable baryon and is not subject to the limitations
imposed by the Pauli principle, therefore it can occupy all quan
tum states already filled up with nucleons. This feature makes the
A hyperon, embedded in a hypernucleus, a unique means to
explore nuclear structure.

The binding energy BA of a A particle in the hypernucleus t Z
in its ground state is defined as:

z

r

•
3

2

1

CHART OF A·HYPERNUQIDES .' ~ffiJ
,~/~~Y

/
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... Fig. 3: Hypernuclear mass spectrum of~Yobtained at KEK by
the B69 experiment, with an energy resolution of 1.65 MeV.The
bump structures correspond to the A major shells orbits (s, p, d, f)
in the bound region.The widths of the bumps for the po, d- and f
orbits are significantly wider than the experimental resolution
and the peak for the fA-orbit is split into two peaks.

quality, due to the limited beam intensities available for hypernu
clear studies from the existing facilities and the modest energy
resolution of the present experiments. Nevertheless, the gross fea
tures of the data are reasonably well reproduced by effective
one-body hyperon-nucleus interactions constructed on poten
tial models of the hyperon-nucleon YNinteraction.

The starting point of these models is a good NN interaction
generated by the exchange of nonets ofmesons, with SU(3)f con
strainst for the coupling constants. Their predictions are fitted
simultaneously to the abundant NN data and the very scarce YN
free scattering data. However, until now, it has not been possible to
obtain a reliable and unambiguous YN interaction model.

The improvement of the YN interaction models would need
precise data on the free YNinteraction, which are very difficult to

where M core is the mass (in MeV/c2
) of the nucleus (A-l)Z ,MA is

the mass ofthe A particle and M Iryp the mass of the hypernucleus
t Z ,experimentally measured. BA varies linearly with A with a
slope of about 1 MeV/(unit ofA) and saturates at about 23 MeV
for the heavy hypernuclei. This behavior suggests a simple model
in which the A particle is confinedin a potential well with a radius
equal to the nuclear radius and a depth of28 MeV; to be compared
to the 55 MeV typical value of the nucleon potential well.

This is consistent with a A-nucleon interaction weaker than the
nucleon-nucleon one. Indeed, in a meson exchange model of the
interaction, the zero isospin of the A prevents the exchange of
isovector mesons like the 1t or the p with a nucleon and deter
mines the lack of strong tensor components in the interaction.
The relative weakness ofthe A-nucleon interaction entails that the
shell structure is not disrupted by the insertion of the A in the
nucleus and the lack of Pauli effects allows all the nuclear single
particle states to be populated by the A. In Figure 2, the so called
"Segre table" of the hypernuclei shows the 35 hypernuclei known
at present.

Experiments of hypernucleus production by"strangeness
exchange" and "associated production" processes can produce
hypernuclei in which the A populates different single particle
states. Tht; latter technique is particularly suitable for populating
low lying A states, thanks to the high recoil momentum trans
ferred to the A particle in the reaction.

A beautiful representation of this process is given in Figure 3,
where the excitation spectrum of~Y, obtained by the"associated
production" reaction 89Y(1t+ ,K+) ~Yat the KEK laboratory in
Japan, is shown. The spectrum demonstrates how, starting from
a neutron in the g912 state, it is possible to accommodate a A particle
in the hypernuclear statesf, d ,p and even in the ground state s .

These measurements constitute the spectacular confirmation,
at a textbook level, of the validity of the independent particle
model or shell model of the nucleus. In non-strange nuclei, the
observation of single particle states is only possible for the states
of the most external nucleon orbits. In fact, due to the Pauli prin
ciple and pairing interactions, deeply bound nucleon single
particle states are so fragmented as to be essentially unobservable.
The present experimental data on hypernuclear binding energies
and detailed spectroscopic features are limited in quantity and
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obtain, due to lowhyperon beam intensities and short lifetimes of
the hyperons. In particular,production and scattering in the same
target are almost automatically required. At present, the experi
mental data on AN and rn scattering consist of not more than
850 scattering events, in the momentum region from 200 to 1500
MeVIc. The low energy data, in particular, fail to adequately define
even the relative sizes of the dominant s-wave spin-triplet and
spin-singlet scattering lengths and effective ranges.

This is the reason why a systematic and detailed spectroscopic
study ofhypernuclei with high resolution experiments, with sin
gle and even multiple strangeness contents, would offer the
possibility of increasing the experimental information on YN
interaction and, for the first time, allow both the study the dynam
ics of systems carrying SU(3)rflavour symmetry, in the
non-perturbative QCD sector, and the generalization ofthe bary
on-baryon interaction to the full SU(3h family, including
hyperons [2].

The spin dependent parts of the YN interaction are of major
interest, since they are intimately related to the modelling of the
short-range part ofthe interaction. Inparticular, for the AN inter
action, the spin-orbit interaction was found to be smaller than
that for the nucleon, which amounts to 3-5 MeY. In fact, experi
ments based on the hypernucleus formation kinematics, with the
best energy resolution on the nuclear levels achieved until now of
1.5 MeY, were not able to measure any spin-orbit splitting.

Calculations of the spin-orbit component of the AN interac
tion using meson exchange theories, lead to predictions of the
spin orbit splitting, for the 5/2+-3/2+ doublet in lBe, of 80
160 keY, depending on the interaction used [3]. On the other
hand, when a quark model based spin-orbit force is used, which
naturally accounts for the short range part of the interaction,
much smaller values of 30-40 keV are obtained. The two types of
models, in fact, predict different features for the antisymmetric
part ofthe spin-orbit force. However, it needs to be said that quark
models have yet to provide an extensive and satisfactory descrip
tion of the YN interaction.

Figure 4 reports a recent measurement of the splitting of the
5/2+-3/2+ doublet in lBe by the BNL-AGS E930 experiment [4],
measuring y rays emitted in the nuclear transitions with the new
germanium detector arrayHyperball. This new technique allowed
the energy resolution on low lying hypernuclear levels to be
improved from a few MeV to a few keY, even if the count rate
resulting is still quite low, -200 is per month of data taking. The
spacing of the two levels was measured to be 31 ± 2 keY, incom
patible with the prediction of the meson exchange models.

FEATURES

At KEK the spin orbit splitting of the 3/2--1/2- doublet in ~ C
was measured, though with a coarse resolution on yrays [5], and
a doublet spacing of 152±S4(stat)±36(syst)keV was determined.
The splitting predicted for this transition by meson exchange
models is 390-780 keY, depending on the interaction used, and
150-200 keV by quark based models [3].

Nevertheless, other recent spectroscopic data seem to suggest a
larger spin-orbit level splitting on heavy hypernuclei, especially
at large values of the A angular momentum. The spectrum
reported in Figure 3 for ~y is an example; it shows a splitting of
the fA level and the width of the other levels broader than the
instrumental energy resolution.

The meson exchange models constitute the best description
available, at present, for the strong interaction at low energy. The
question whether they should be modified with the inclusion of
explicit quark effects remains open.

Decay of A-hypernuclei
In addition to information on nuclear structure and the YNinter
action, hypernuclei may give access to experimental information
not otherwise accessible by their decays, in particular the non
mesonic decay. Let us recall that a free A hyperon decays almost
totallyinto a pion and a nucleon (A~p7t"(""64%),A~ 111&(36%»,
with a release of kinetic energy of about 5 MeV to the nucleon,
corresponding to a final momentum of about 100 MeVIc. The
decay may occur, in principle, with isospin change I1I = 112 or
ill= 3/2. However, the experimental decay branching ratios ofthe
A and other hyperons imply a dominance by a factor 20 of the
/:,.1 =1/2component over the I1I = 3/2 one. The origin of this
empirical rule is essentiallynot understood in a fundamental way.

The situation described above changes dramatically when the
A is imbedded in the nuclear medium, since the nucleon of the
mesonic decay is emitted with a momentum much less than the
nucleon Fermi momentum kf"" 280 MeV/c. Thus, the pionic
decay modes are severely inhibited by Pauli blocking of the final
state nucleon in all but the lightest hypernuclei and new, non
mesonic decay modes of the hypernucleus are introduced,
through the weak interaction of the A with the nucleons
(A + n~ n + n + 176 MeV ,A + P~ n + p + 176 MeV). This
process is possible only in hypernudei, thanks to the unique beam

. of A's, stable against the mesonic decay and strong interaction,
which is available inside a hypernudeus.

The study of the non-mesonic weak decay is of fundamental
importance, since it provides primary means of exploring the
four fermion, strangeness changing, baryon-baryon weak inter-
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... Fig. 4: y-ray energy spectrum from the
deexcitation of the lBe hypernudeus
obtained at BNL [4].The energy difference
between the two El (5/2+·1/2+ and 3/2"
1/2+) transitions gives information on the
strength of the AN spin-orbit interaction.
The small measured level splitting of
31 ±2 keY is incompatible with predictions
obtained from meson exchange models.
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action AN~NN . The non-mesonic process resembles the weak
f.S = 0 nucleon-nucleon interaction, which has been studied
experimentally in parity-violating NN scattering measurements.
However, the AN~ NN two body interaction mode offers more
information, since it can explore both the parity-conserving and
the parity-violating sectors of the f.S =1 weak baryon-baryon
interaction. In the weak NNsystem the strong force masks the sig
nal of the weak parity-conserving part of the interaction.

In addition, the large momentum transfer in non-mesonic
decay processes implies that they probe short distances and
might, therefore, expose the role of explicit quark/gluon sub
structure ofthe baryons. Furthermore, the fundamental question
as to whether the M = 112 rule,which governs pionic decay, applies
to the non-mesonic weak decays may also be addressed.
One of the most important experimental observables of the non
mesonic decay ofhypernuclei is the ratio of the neutron-induced
(An ~ nn) over the proton-induced (Ap ~ np) decay rate
r nntrnp , which is sensitive to the isospin structure of the interac
tion. In particular, it should be sensitive to the question of the
validity of the M = 112 rule.

Notwithstanding the considerable physical interest, experi
mental data are scarce and affected by very large errors. This is
mainly due to the tremendous difficulty in producing abundant
1y A hypernuclei in their ground state and detecting the products
of their decay; in particular neutrons.
However, the comparison between the predictions of the theory
and the scarce data available is particularly puzzling. In fact,
whereas experimental data favour values of the ratio
r nntrnp = 1 - 2 (although with errors of the order of 50%), the·
meson exchange models, involving one strong interaction vertex
and a weak one, systematically underestimate the value of the
experimental ratio [6]. In this type of models the M = 112 rule is
generally enforced in the weakvertex.

Among the mechanisms explored to remedy the puzzle, direct
quark model approaches have been adopted, in which the short
range region is modelled by effective four quark vertices plus
strong interaction corrections. These models are motivated by the
large momentum transfer of the AN~ NN reaction. The results
of these calculations, which yield a large violation of the M = 1/2

rule, provide, on the contrary; significant larger values for the ratio
r nn/rnp • Could this be interpreted as a sign of explicit quark
effects in nuclei or a consequence of a strong violation of the
M = 112 rule? To answer these fundamental questions, a drastic
improvement of the quality of the experimental data is certainly
needed.

FINUDA: the Italian hypernuclear factory
The Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) has
built, in its Frascati National Laboratory, a special accelerator,
DA<1lNE, dedicated to the copious production of $(1020) parti
cles, for the pu~poseof producing beams of extremely high
intensity and precise energy for the study of the most rare subnu
clear phenomena.

DA<1lNE (DoubleAnnular ring ForNice Experiments) [7] con
sists of two almost circular pipes, one for the electrons and the
other for the positrons, that overlap in two straight sections where
the beams collide head-on. The energy of each beam is set to 510
MeV in order to produce the $(1020) particle in the collisions.
This particle is unstable and decays, in a very short time, mostly
into neutral and charged K mesons. A view of the DA<1lNE hall
can be seen in Figure 5.

Even though the main aim of the DA<1lNE machine is the pre
cision study of CP and CPT symmetries in the neutral kaon
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... Fig. S: Afish eye view of the DA«I>NE hall at lNF (Frascati
National Laboratory),The DA«I>NE accelerator has a
circumference of about 190 m and two interaction regions: [Pl,
on the right side of the picture, is presently occupied by the KLOE
experiment devoted to ep violation studies; IP2, on the left, is the
FINUDA interaction region.The FINUDA detector, the assembly
with dark pink octagonal end-caps, will be moved onto the beam .
line next autumn.

system,K- mesons can be used, as ithas been seen before, to insert
"strangeness" inside the nuclei and produce hypernuclei. FINU
DA [8] is the experiment that, nextyear,wiU make the mOst ofthis
facility and will try to shed new and brighter light on the world of
hypernuclear physics.

Presently, DA<1lNE is delivering something like 150 $/s, half of
which decay into a pair of opposite charged kaons with very low
momentum, only 127 MeV/c. This low and almost monochro
matic momentum value is a great advantage for hypernuclear
studies, when comparing the main features of the different pro
duction techniques.

When K- or 1t+ beams are used for"strangeness exchange"or
«associate production" reactions, thick targets ofthe order ofsome
g/cm2 must be employed to obtain sufficient event rates. Hence,
the uncertainty regarding the point of interaction and the energy
straggling of the emitted particles limit the resolution achievable
on the hypernuclear levels. The same problem occurs in experi
ments using K- at rest at proton machines. Here, intense fluxes of
kaons are emittedfrom an externalproduction target, but the dis
tance between the kaon source and the experimental area must be
of some tens of meters, due to radiation safety requirement.
Therefore, kaons with momentum lower than 400-450 MeV/c
cannot survive such a path in a number suitable to give a beam.

Consequently, experiments with stopped K- must be per
formed using beams of 500-600 MeVIc, degraded in momentum
with a moderator placed just before the production target. This
introduces a great uncertainty on the interaction point that can
negate any excellent capability of measuring the momenta of the
emitted particles. On the contrary, the low momentum of
DA<1lNE kaons, allowing them to be stopped simply in 0.1 g/cm2

of carbon, permits the accuracy achievable on the energy levels
of the produced hypernuclei to be improved up to 750 keV. In
addition, the large acceptance of the apparatus, typical ofa collid
er experiment, allows for high acquisition rates of the order of 80
event/hour, for a typical hypernuclear level, at the design lumi
nosity of the machine.

The FINUDA apparatus (Figure 6) is not only optirnised to per
form high resolution hypernuclear spectroscopy, but also to
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The magnetic field of 1.10 Tesla, produced by a superconduct
ing solenoid, is essential to bend charged particles allowing for a
precise evaluation of their momentum. Each element of the FIN
UDA detector is a small masterpiece of mechanics and
electronics. Since particles involved are oflow energy, in order to
perturb their properties as little as possible, only light materials
have been employed in the construction. For the same reason the
whole detector atmosphere is filled with Helium gas. In fact, ifair
is left in the detector, the momentum resolution /).p /Pwould be
worsened from 0.3% to 1.5%.

For more then 5 years, the design, assembling and installation
of the FINUDA detector has involved some 50 physicists, mainly
Italians, together with dozens ofhighly professional engineers and
technicians. After such a long training period, all is now ready for
the power-up.

... fig&; Agroup ofFlNUDA collaborators is proudly depicted in
front of the experimental apparatus.The leftmost lady squatting
down is one of the authors.

------_._-_.......
study the hypernuclear decay processes. Charged particles, emit
ted following hypernucleus production or decay, are tracked into
the FINUDA cylindrical magnetic volume (1 m radius, 2 m
length) by means of four different sub-detectors, each one opti
mized for a different task: silicon microstrips detect with high
accuracy the hypernucleus formation point; drift chambers and
straw tubes reconstruct charged particle trajectories; plastic scin
tillators, detectors with nanosecond time response, are used to
selecthypernuclear events among other kaon-nucleus interactions
and to detect neutrons produced by the hypernuclear decay.
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Probing theories with
•cosmic rays

Murat Boratav, LPNHE/IN2P3 - Universite Paris 6, France

..................................................................................
Although most people are not aware of it, our body (or any

.l"1.surface on earth) is crossed by hundreds of particles of cos
mological origin every second. These "cosmic rays", discovered
almost a century ago (in particular by Victor Hess), are one of
the very few means available to an earth based observer to study
astrophysical or cosmological phenomena. The knowledge of
their incoming direction, their nature and their energy spectrum
are the bits and pieces of a complex puzzle which, put together,
can give us strong information on the mechanism that produced
them at the origin, unfortunately distorted by many effects they
can undergo during their journeyover large distances. Needless to
say that this discipline called"particle astrophysics" or "astropar
ticle physics" is delicate, difficult and very often controversial.

The cosmic ray energy spectrum (see Fig.l) extends from 1
GeV to somewhat above 1020 eV (or 100 EeV; the prefix"E" being
for exa, i.e. 1018). Over this energy range the intensity (rate of
arrival on earth per unit surface, solid angle and time) decreases
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... Fig. 1: The all-particle spectrum of cosmic rays (from
S. Swordy).The arrows and values between parentheses indicate
the integrated flux above the corresponding energies.
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by 24 orders of magnitude. It is important to note that at the
extremity of the spectrum, the flux becomes very low: one parti
cle/km2-year above 10 EeY. The energyspectrum is remarkably
regular: a simple power law (roughly a E·3 dependence). This is
actually quite well understood in the framework of the conven
tional acceleration mechanisms for charged particles. However,
although they are barely visible on this figure, there exist at least
three irregularities in this otherwise simple form ofthe spectrum.
One around 10 PeV called "the knee", another around a few EeV
called "the ankle", and a final one-notvisible on this figure but
probably the most mysterious of them all-around a few tens of
EeV and inevitably called"the toe". The two first structures are
not totallyunderstood, but reasonable hypotheses exist as to what
is their cause [1]. The last one which appears at the extreme end of
the spectrum (see Fig.2) is not understood at all, and it is widely
agreed that the answers brought to the many open questions
raised by this "toe physics" will no doubt open new windows in
the fields ofastrophysics, cosmologyandlor fundamental interac
tions [2].

Mysteries are the staple diet ofscientific progress. In the field of
particle astrophysics, the ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR:
in this article,we'll use this acronym
for the cosmic rays with energies
around and above 1020 eV) have
certainlyplayedthisroleduringthe Mysteries are the
past 40 years or so. What makes the
UHECR special is that we do not S tap led iet 0 f
know what is their origin and

nature. Many people working in the scientific progress
field use words such as "puzzle",
"mystery" or "enigma" as to their
origin. It is symptomatic of the
unknown nature of the UHECR and of their origin that some
authors coined neologisms such as uhecrons or the toenail clip
pings ofthe universe (natural continuation of the "knee","ankle"
and "toe" features of the spectrum) for the particles themselves
or Zevatrons for the mechanisms at their origin (the ZeV is for
"zetta electron-volt" Le. 1<91 eV).

There are a few observational facts to prove that the UHECR
are indeed a mystery as oftoday. The fact that their sources (what
ever they are) are expected to be in our close neighbourhood and
yet we do not see them; that their energy is so huge that no con
ventional astrophysical acceleration mechanism seems capable
ofproducing them; that during more than four decades ofobser
vation we did not succeed in giving them an identity (what kind
ofparticles they are?). Let us shortly develop these three essential
points. The interested reader can complete his information
through more complete recent reviews [3],

The propagation puzzle: the GlK cutoff
The chemical composition of the UHECR is unknown. However,
the number of stable particles which can propagate over cosmo
logical distances without losing most of their energy is quite
limited in numbers: heavy or light atomic nuclei, photons and
neutrinos. Photons and neutrinos (neutral particles) cannot be
accelerated by any conventional (electromagnetic) mechanism:
they can only be produced as secondary products in the interac
tion of a still higher energy charged particle. We'll see below that
ifphotons and neutrinos were to be found as dominant compo
nents of the UHECR, then we would be on the eve of one of the
most important discoveries of the century. Therefore, in the
framework of conventional astrophysics, we are left with atomic
(light or heavy) nuclei as the most likely candidate UHECR. A
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.. Fig- 2: Azoom"on the highest energy range of tQ.e cosmic ray
spectrum (from the AGASA experiment). For better Iisibility, the
spectrum is made flat by multiplying it by £3. The dotted line
shows the expected cutoff if the cosmic ray sources were
uniformly distributed in the universe.The few events above the
cutoff have no explanation as to their origin in the framework of
conventional astrophysics.

the puzzle?" To fully understand the reason why the UHECR
physics is a thrilling one, you have to take into account two more
facts. The first is that the astrophysicists have the greatest difficul
ties in modelling cosmic accelerators able to reach the post-GZK
energies. The rare models that were proposed in the past all end
up in some exceptional acceleration engines. It is impossible to
imagine that such remarkable engines, if in our neighbourhood,
will not be visible by some exo-energetie counterparts (visible
spectrum, radio waves, X-rays ... ). The second fact is that in the
relevant energy range a proton has such a momentum that the
effect of galactic or extra-galactic magnetic fields on bending its
path is almost negligible: the incident direction of the UHECR
should point back to its source within a few degrees. Here is the
puzzle: the sources should be nearby; they are expected to be
exceptional, therefore visible by some astrophysical counterpart;

. there is nothing visible (within a few tens of Mpc) in the direc
tion of all the UHECR detected up to now.

Manyways were explored in order to "violate the GZK cutoff":
supersymmetric (new) particles; non-standard neutrinos within
the framework of recent developments based on extra-dimen
sions and exchange ofspin-2 bosons or gravitons; violation ofthe
Lorentz invariance of Special Relativity and so on. Of course, if
true, each ofthese hypotheses would be a window open on a new
unexplored sector of physics. However, all such models solve the
problem of the propagation of the UHECR, but would explain
nothing on how these have reached the extraordinary energies
that we detect.
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A particle... can be

scattered back, much

like a tennis ball hit

by a racket, with an

energy larger than its

initial value.

very interesting fact is that all such particles must undergo a sur
prising, although well established, phenomenon called the GZK
spectral cutoff.

Shortly after the discovery ofthe 2.7K cosmic microwave back
ground (CMB, the cooled down remnant of the Big-Bang
radiation) by Penzias and Wilson in the sixties, Greisen and inde
pendently Zatsepin and Kuzmin predicted that at very high
energies, the universe would become opaque to light or heavy
nuclei. There is nothing mysterious in this: the cutoff can be
observed in a laboratory experiment quite easily. When you send
a photon of a few hundreds ofMeV on a target proton at rest, you
reach the threshold of inelastic photoproduction ofpions. Now, as
far as the center-of-mass energybudget is concerned (which is the
only significant one) this occurs identically with the CMB pho
tons, whose average energy is about 10-3 ey, in a collision with a
proton of about 50 EeY. Since in each such inelastic collision,
protons leave an large part oftheir energy (ofthe order of20% on
average), their energy goes below 10 EeV after a few tens ofMpc!
whatever it was at the source. As an example, if the largest energy
cosmic ray ever detected (320 EeY, i.e. more that 50 joules!) were
a proton produced with an initial energyof 10 ZeV, the distance of
its source should be less than 50 Mpc. One can generalize the
GZK effect to heavy nuclei which lose their nucleons by spallation
on the CMB photons at a quick rate. To be short, unless the
UHECR are some yet unknown species of particles, they cannot
come from distances larger than a few tens ofMpc.Although such
distances may look enormous to pedestrians (50 Mpc are rough
ly 150 millions oflight-years!), at cosmological scales they are
more or less the size of the local super-cluster of galaxies, i.e. the
suburbs of the Milky Way. This cutoff effect is visible on Fig.2
where the dotted line shows the way the energy spectrum is
expected to end.

One could then say: "Well if the UHECR cannot come from
large distances, then their source has to be nearby. So, where is
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The energy puzzle: reaching the joules from below
To be accelerated at high energies, let us say 1Q2! eV Oust above the
highest energy cosmic ray ever detected on earth), i.e. at least
several tens of joules, a cosmic ray has to be submitted to power
ful electromagnetic fields. Such energies cannotbe reached byany
one-shot mechanism since there are no known sites where zetta
volt potentials exist under stable conditions. Therefore, the
acceleration mechanisms are ofthe same nature as the ones envis
aged by the physicist Enrieo Fermi in the late forties. The
simplest is the stochastic and repetitive scattering by magnetic
fields (second-order Fermi acceleration) where plasma clouds

roughly play the role ofa mag
netic mirror. A particle
penetrating such a cloud from
the front can be scatteredback,
much like a tennis ball hit by a
racket, with an energy larger
than its initial value. However,
such a process is a very slow
one and to reach the energies
we are interested in under nor
mal conditions, the necessary
acceleration time often
exceeds the age ofthe universe.
A more efficient and faster
process is acceleration by
crossing shock fronts generat-
ed in explosive phenomena
(first-order Fermi mechanism)

such as supernovae. However, a very simple dimensional argu
ment shows the kind of difficulties encountered even by the most
violent phenomena in the universe. We all know how a high ener
gy accelerator works. Typically a synchrotron is a closed loop
where accelerating cavities (electric fields) alternate with bend
ing magnets. In cosmic accelerators the accelerating cavities are
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... Fig. 3; Alan Watson and lames (ronin, the
two promoters of the Pierre Auger project.The
first ideas about solVing the UHECR puzzle by
building a giant ground detector were
envisaged during a conference in Dublin in
1991 where they met, and consolidated by an
international workshop they organized in Paris
in 1992.Ten years later afirst piece of afuture
3000 km2 detector has started to take data in
the southern hemisphere (Argentina).

replaced by magnetic fields which vary in time therefore generat
ing electromotive forces. However such an accelerator has to reach
a natural limit in its accelerating power due to the fact that the
more energetic are the particles, the larger are their Larmor radius
and/or the highest are the magnetic fields necessary to confine
them within the limits of the acceleration site. If the Larmor
radius of the particle exceeds the size of the "accelerator" then the
particle escapes from the site: it has reached its maximum ener
gy. There is a very simple relation between those three quantities:
the coherent magnetic field B needed to contain the cosmic ray
within the accelerating site, the size of the accelerator R (which
must be larger than the Larmor radius of the particle) and the
maximum energy Emu that a particle can reach inside this given
site: Emu = ZBR where Ze is the charge of the particle, E is mea
sured in EeV units, B in microgauss and R in kiloparsecs. Setting
aside all technicalities, let us summarize the general consensus by
saying that the product BR large enough to suit the ZeV energy
range exists in no known standard astrophysical object.

Of course the imagination of the theorists
knows no limit, therefore many models with
extreme parameters or assumptions were pro
posed in the past. They mostly rely on
(ultra)relativistic shock acceleration such as
in hot spots of powerful radio-galaxies and
gamma-ray bursts (GRB). In the first case, rel
ativistic jets are produced perpendicular to the
accretion disk around a super-massive black
hole in the central part of an active galactic
nucleus. The shock ofthe jets several hundreds
ofkpc from the central engine on intergalactic
media is considered as being able to accelerate
particles up to the highest energies. This
hypothesis needs, however, to be completed
by some further and necessary ingredients
since such powerful galaxies are rare objects
and should be clearlyvisible in the 50 Mpc dis
tance authorized by propagation arguments.
The second fashionable model relates the
UHECR to another long-lasting astrophysical
puzzle: the Gamma Ray Bursts. These are char
acterized by the emission of huge amounts of
energies (typically a non-negligible fraction
of the mass energy of our Sun) over a very
short time (minutes), observed up to now as
gamma rays but with, in some cases, X-ray and optical counter
parts. Their distribution is cosmological and uniform over the
sky. GRBs happen at a rate of 2-3 per day. However, their distrib
ution within the "GZK sphere" does not seem to fulfill the
conditions required by the UHECR observations. Other objects
were proposed as putative sources of UHECR, such as rapidly
rotating compact objects (young black holes, neutron stars or
"magnetars") which possibly are the sources of the most intense
magnetic fields in the universe (field values up to the peta-gauss
have been envisaged). The capability ofsuch systems to reach the
required ZeV energies is controversial, to say the least.

The jackpot: reaching the joules from above
A simple idea is the following: since we cannot find any way of
accelerating particles at ZeV energies, let us imagine that actually
they are not accelerated at all, but reach the energies from above.
Reaching the ultra-high cosmic ray energies from the top, i.e. as a
result of the decay of a super-heavy particle is indeed quite easy,
provided one can justify the existence of such particles, their sur-
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vival up to the present time and the observed fluxes. Ifwe extrap
olate what we know ofparticle decays from the ordinary sector, a
likely scenario would be the follOWing. The mass of the particles
should be typically in the Grand-Unification Theory energies
(-1025 eV) .Theywould have been created when the temperature
of the universe was of the same order of magnitude, i.e. roughly
10-35 second after the Big-Bang. They would have survived up to
now by some yet unknown mechanism (a very weakly violated
quantum number, particles trapped inside huge potential wells
called topological defects...). They would have accumulated by
gravitational attraction in the halo of galaxies (therefore escap
ing the GZK cutoff). Their decay into some 10,000 secondary
particles (mainly pions) by hadronization of quark-antiquark
pairs would easily produce the ZeV energies we need and their
decay products would then be dominated by photons (coming
from the decay ofneutral pions) and neutrinos (decay ofcharged
pions). Indeed this scenario needs a series ofhypotheses to work
all together, but none of them calls for any extravagant model or

theory. The important point is that
there are a few experimental conse
quences of this model which
constitute, ifobserved, a unique and
irrefutable signature of the existence
of the Grand Unification, a horizon
toward which all the modern quan
tum field theories are supposed to
converge. These are: a very specific
energy spectrum shape extending
well above the ZeV, and dominant
proportions of post-GZK photons
and neutrinos in the UHECR com
position.

Now that we have described the
contours of the puzzle, let us see how
we can come out of it.

Extensive air showers and their
detection
Based on very scarce observations
spread over 40 years, we know that
post GZK cosmic rays arrive on earth
at a rate of a few per square kilome
ter and per century. On the other
hand, we know that statistics are the

sinew ofwar to solve the UHECR mystery. We need many obser
vations to identify the incident cosmic rays, to find if their
incoming directions point back to discrete sources or local mass
distributions, to reconstruct precisely the shape of their energy
spectrum which is, as we have seen, a specific signature ofthe pro
duction mechanism. The inevitable conclusion we then reach is
that ifwe are to answer the fundamental question on the origin
of the UHECR within a reasonable time, we need a detector cov
ering a surface on earth of several thousands of
square-kilometers, let's say twice the surface of Luxembourg (the
State, not the Paris garden!) or one-fifth of Belgium. This was
actually the conclusion reached by two physicists during a meet
ing in 1991,AIan A. Watson of the University ofLeeds (UK), and
the Nobel Prize Laureate Tames W. Cronin of the University of
Chicago (USA} (see Fig.3). This (crazy) dream come true is the
Pierre Auger Observatory, presently under construction.

Because of their very low flux, cosmic rays at the highest ener
gies (above the PeV range) cannot be detected directlybefore they
interact with the Earth's atmosphere (i.e. with balloon or satellite
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• Fig. 4: One ofthe detector stations of the Auger Observatory
in the Argentine Pampa (the Andes in the background).The
complete ground array will have 1600 such stations spread over a
surface of 3000 km2•Atypical cosmic ray induced airshower in
the relevant energy range covers an area ofseveral tens of km2

with some 100 bHUons of secondary particles (mainly photons
and electrons) that reach the ground leveLThe detector stations
(tanks filled with 12 tons of pure water where the charged
particles produce Cherenkov light) sample the shower particles,
count their number and put a time tag on them. It is then
possible to reconstruct the energy and direction ofthe primary
cosmic ray. Each station is autonomous, powered by solar panels,
and communicating with a central computer more or less
through cellular-phone-Iike techniques.

borne detectors). The necessarily large-aperture detectors are
therefore ground based. They must reconstruct the properties of
the primary cosmic ray (nature, energy, direction) indirectly by
measuring the effects of the secondary particles created by the
chain reaction which results from the interaction of the cosmic
ray with atmospheric atoms.
The object of the observation
is what is called the extensive
air-shower (EAS) associated The object of the
with the cosmic ray. Among

several observational tech- observation is what
niques that can be used,

mainlytwoarepresentlyoper- is called the extensive
ational. The first technique is

based on the detection, by a a,'(_ 5h0 wer (E AS)
system of mirrors and photo-
tubes, of the fluorescence light
generated by the charged sec- associated with the
ondaries (mainly electrons) in
the EAS. It is currently referred cosmic ray.
to as the "Fly's Eye" technique
from the name of the first
detector built by a team of the
University of Utah in the early eighties. With such a detector, the
EAS is observed in its longitudinal development and its energy is
measured as in a calorimeter by the amount of DV light deposit
ed in the atmosphere (excitation of the nitrogen molecules by the
shower electrons). The second and most frequent detection tech
nique is based on an idea first used by Pierre Auger in the late
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thirties. It consists of a network of particle detectors (scintilla
tors, water Cherenkov tanks, muon calorimeters) installed on the
ground. The properties ofthe primary cosmic ray can be deduced
from the lateral distribution of the secondaries in a cross section
of the EAS. The parameters of such a ground array (altitude, sur
face area, spacingbetween the detector stations) mustbe adapted
to the energy range aimed for. The largest, presently operating
ground array is called AGASA.1t is situated near the town of
Akeno in Japan and covers a surface of 100 km2•A detector using
a combination of two (or more) of these techniques (e.g. fluores
cence telescopes with a ground array) is called hybrid. The Pierre
Auger Observatory is precisely the unique hybrid cosmic ray
detector.
FIG4

The full Observatory will consist of two sites of 3000 km2 each
(one in each hemisphere). The ground array stations (see Fig.4)
are to be distributed over the site with a regular spacing of 1.5km
between each. The two sites were chosen on the basis of a list of
specifications ofwhich the most importantwere the size (and flat
ness of the landscape for easier hertzian communication), the
latitude (between 35 and 40° North and South for optimum sky
coverage), the altitude (around 1400 m, an altitude close to the
shower maximum for a vertical shower to minimize statistical
fluctuations), dry atmosphere, clear skies and low light pollution
for the optical component (and partly for the solar power). The
southern site is situated in Argentina, near the small town of
Malargiie, Mendoza. There, a prototype detector with 40 detector
stations and two fluorescence telescopes has been taking data for
one year. The full detector (1600 stations and 24 telescopes) is
expected to be finished in the beginning of 2005, but the data
taking will go on during the construction years. We expect that
with a few years of data taking with the Auger Observatory, we
should have enough elements if not to solve fully the UHECR
puzzle, at least to give strong indications on which paths to follow·
to find the right answer. But whatever the outcome, we are sure to
start exploring a new domain ofphysics.
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Footnotes
(1) Mpc or Megaparsec. The "parsec" is an astronomical distance unit

equivalent to 3.26 light-years or roughly 3xlO16m. The diameter of
the Milky Way is 30 kpc, the distance to the nearest large cluster of
galaxies (Virgo) is about 20 Mpc. The distance of the farthest galax
ies seen, our horizon, is roughly 1Gpc.
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Spin qubits in
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Beyond Factoring
Besides finding prime factors, the QFT can be used to solve other
problems efficientlyfor which there is no efficient classical method.
Consider for example the problem of discrete logarithms (which,
as the factoring problem,has applications in cryptography): given
integers aand b=a',find thevalue ofthe integer s. There is awhole
class ofproblems of this kind which relate in somewayto the prob
lem offinding the period of a discrete function.

Another class is represented by Grover's algorithm which finds
an element in an unsorted database containing N entries. Solving
this problem is like knowing a phone number and looking up the
corresponding name in a phone book having N entries. Grover's
algorithm requires cc "N elementary gate operations, while the
fastest classical method requires cc N steps.
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control and target qubits since it determines its operation on a
basis ofproducts of \0) and 11).
. The controlled-Rj is an example for a two-qubit quantum gate.

Quantum gates acting on more than one qubit are necessary in
order to perform non-trivial quantum logic. Fortunately; it is pos
sible to make use of only one two-qubit gate (e.g., the
controlled-NOT) in combination with single-qubit gates for
doing any quantum computation. Controlled-NOT (also called
XOR) is similar to controlled-Rj, but with the qubit rotation
replaced by an inversion 10)Hll).

The number of elementary quantum gates in the QFT circuit
shown in Fig. 1 grows as the square of the number n = log2 N of
qubits which are required to store the inputN, whereas the classi
cal fast Fourier transform (FFT) takes roughly n2" steps. It was
Shor's idea to apply period finding with the QFT to factor a num
ber N =0,... ,2"-1: the period ofthefunctionj(x) =a"modNcan
be used to find a prime number not equal to 1or N which divides
N. Here, a is a random number between 1 and N - 1which has no
common divisor with N (if it has, the problem is solved). Every
thing taken together, the number of elementary operations
needed for finding a prime factor ofN with the Shor algorithm
essentially scales with n2, while the most efficient classical algo
rithm known presently requires exponentially more, on the
order of exp(n1l310g2/3n). In order to illustrate the difference
between power law (quantum) and exponential (classical) scaling,
let us assume for the moment that we had both a classical com
puter and a quantum computer running Shor's algorithm, and
that both of them required one hour for factoring a number with
100 decimals. To find a prime factor of a number with 1000 deci
mals would then take about a week on the quantum computer
while using the classical computer, it would require about 1012

years, longer than the estimated age of the universe!

". Fig. 1: Circuit for the quantum Fourier transform (OFT). Each
horizontal line represe.nts a qubit;the order in Which the quantum
gates Hand Rj are applied is determined by the arrow of tlme.The
OFT is used in the Shor algorithm for efficiently finding prime
factors.

-0fRJ- .. -{R:"J.l1l~l_-------.-----
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The QFT can be decomposed into a series of elementary opera
tions, as shown in Fig. 1. The elementary operations, or "gates",
used here can be described as follows. The Hadamard gate H acts
on a single qubit (represented by a horizontal line in Fig. 1). It
transforms 10) into (10)+ 11»)/"2 and 11) into (10)-11»)/"2. The gate
Rj denotes a rotation of the qubit by an angle of 21t/2j about the z
axis. The vertical line which l;onnects the box with Rj to another
qubit means that this is a controlled rotation, i.e. the target qubit
(below the box) is rotated if the control qubit (marked with the
dot) is in state 11) and left unchanged otherwise. This description
defines the controlled-Rj gate uniquely for all initial states of the
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I t is remarkable that today's computers, after the tremendous
development during the last 50 years, are still essentially

described by the mathematical model formulated byAIan Turing
in the 1930's. Turing's model describes computers which operate
according to the laws of classical physics. What would happen ifa
computer was operating according to the quantum laws? Physi
cists and computer scientists have been interested in this question
since the early 1980's,but research in quantum computation real
ly started to flourish after 1994 when Peter Shor discovered a
quantum algorithm to find prime factors oflarge integers effi
ciently, a problem which is intrinsically hard for any classical
computer (see [1] for an introduction into quantum computa
tion). The lack ofan algorithm for efficient factoring on a classical
machine is actually the basis of the widely used RSA encryption
scheme. Phase coherence needs to be maintained for a sufficient
ly long time in the memory of a quantum computer. This may
sound like a harmless requirement, but in fact it is the main rea
son why the physical implementation of quantum computation
is so difficult. Usually, a quantum memory is thought of as a set
of two-level systems, named quantum bits, or qubits for short. In
analogy to the classical bit, two orthogonal computational basis
states 10) and 11) are defined. The textbook example of a quan
tum two-level system is the spin 1/2 of, say, an electron, where
one can identify the "spin up" state with 10) and the "spin down"
state with \1). While several other two-level systems have been
proposed for quantum computing, we will devote the majority of
our discussion to the potential use ofelectron spins in nanostruc
tures (such as quantum dots) as qubits.

Shor's fadoring algorithm
We return to Shor's algorithm, since it allows us to explain many
important concepts. At the heart of it lies the quantum Fourier
transform (QFT). Given n qubits with an orthonormal basis
10),... ,12"-1), the QFT is a unitary2"x2" matrix UQFTsuch that



One of the early ideas is to use a controlled quantum system
(quantum computer) to simulate another quantum system.When
quantum systems are simulated on classical computers the com
putation time generically scales exponentiallywith the size of the
system. Given a local Hamiltonian defined on a discrete (or dis
cretized) system and some initial state, there is a quantum
algorithm that computes the final state up to an accuracy ewith a
number of elementary quantum gates which scales as a power of
lIe.

State of the Art
Recently; Shor's algorithm was implemented using nuclear mag
netic resonance (NMR) with an ensemble of molecules in
solution containing n == 7 nuclei with spin-1I2 addressed individ
uallywith rffields [2]. 'This machine was able to factor the number
15. Nobody was particularly surprised that the answer was
15 == 3,5, but the experiment is still remarkable and represents the
current state of the art of quantum computation. The regime
where quantum computers could "boldly go where no classical
computer has gone before" (and, e.g., break RSA encryption keys)
starts at around n == 1000 qubits and millions ofelementary quan
tum gates. It is fair to say that nobody knows whether there will
ever be a quantum computer which will accomplish this. On the
other hand, it is quite certain that room-temperature liquid
NMR will never reach this stage. The most important reason for
this is that only ensemble averages are experimentally accessible
and at the temperatures available these average signals decrease
exponentiallyas the number of qubits increases. It also is not
obvious how to make molecules or similar structures with, say, a
thousand spins which can be individually addressed. Moreover,
there have been theoretical arguments whether NMR quantum
computing is really"quantum" (see [3] and references therein).

There are other systems, in which elementary quantum opera
tions have already been performed experimentally [3], the most
prominent examples being ion traps and high-Q optical cavities.
Although, in contrast to NMR, these two implementations allow

... Fig. 2: Scanning electron micrograph of a semiconductor
structure with two coupled quantum dots (yellow disks) formed
by applying a negative bias to the metallic contacts (grey) which
define the quantum dots.The electron number in each dot can
be controlled down to one/and it can be measured by quantum
point contacts (yellow arrows). [courtesy of L Kouwenhoven, TU
Delft)
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the manipulation and read-out of individual qubits, it appears
rather difficult to scale them up to a large number of qubits.

Electron Spins as Qubits
Motivated by the rapid upscaling ofmicroelectronic semiconduc
tor devices, several solid-state implementations of quantum
computing have been proposed. The analogy with the develop
ment of classical circuits even led some researchers to call the ion
trap a"vacuum tube quantum computer" (the fate of the vacuum
tube was to be superseded by a solid state device-the transistor).
Here, we concentrate on the idea put forward in early 1997byLoss
and DiVincenzo to use the spin 1/2 of electrons in confined
nanostructures, e.g. quantum dots, as qubits (see chapter 8 in [4]
for a review). Many solid-state implementations for quantum
computing have been proposed subsequently [3], including
superconducting qubits, nuclear spins of donor atoms in silicon,
and charge qubits in quantum dots.

The electron's spin is a"natural" representation ofa qubit since
it comprises exactly two levels. Unlike for charge states in an
atom or quantum dot, there are no additional degrees of freedom
into which the system could "leak". Another great advantage of
spins as compared to charge qubits is that in typical semiconduc
tor materials like gallium arsenide (GaAs) or silicon (Si), the time
overwhich the spin ofa conduction-band electron reQ1ains phase
coherent can be several orders ofmagnitude longer than the cor
responding charge decoherence times. Of course these numbers
have to be compared with the time it takes to perform an ele
mentary gate operation. Even considering this, single spins seem
to be very well suited as qubits. The transverse decoherence time
T2' which is most relevant in the context of quantum computing,
is defined as the characteristic time over which a single spin which
is initially prepared as a coherent superposition of"spin up" and
"spin down" coherently precesses about an external magnetic
field. The transverse dephasing time T; ~ T2 of an ensemble of
spins in n-doped GaAs can exceed 100 ns, as demonstrated by
optical measurements [5], while switching times are estimated to
be on the order of 10-100 ps. The longitudinal (energy) relaxation
time T1 determines how long it takes for a non-equilibrium spin
configuration to relax to equilibrium. T1 can be much longer
than T2 (and particularly long in confined structures), but while
suppression ef spin relaxation is necessary for quantum compu
tation, it is not sufficient.

In the battle against decoherence, physics is also helped by the
results of fundamental research in quantum information theory.
Error correcting codes have been developed which in principle
allow arbitrary long quantum computations to be performed
even in the presence of decoherence and imperfect quantum
gates, as long as the error rate does not exceed a certain thresh
old. This threshold depends on the error model and the code;
typical numbers are around 1 memory or gate error in 104 cycles.

Quantum Dots
Semiconductor quantum dots are small islands ofelectrons in an
otherwise depleted region. The largest degree of control can be
obtained with quantum dots that are electrically confined in a
two-dimensional electron system (2DES) formed e.g. at the
interface between a GaAs and an AlGaAs layer or in a quantum
well formed by an AlGaAs-GaAs-AIGaAs "sandwich". Using
metallic gates at the top of the heterostructure, electrons can be
laterally confined to a region with a size on the order of the Fermi
wavelength (around 40 nm in a typical GaAsIAIGaAs 2DES),
leading to a discrete energy spectrum (quite like in atoms). A
quantum dot can be connected to external leads via tunneling
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contacts which are likewise formed in the 2DES by electrical gat
ing. In these systems, the Coulomb blockade effect, Le. the
quantization of the electronic charge on the dot which leads to
pronounced peaks in the conductance as a function ofan applied
gate voltage, can be observed.

Adjacent quantum dots can be coupled, as shown in Fig. 2. In
the Coulomb blockade regime, adding and removing single elec
trons is easy, however, removing all but one electron is very hard
and has been achieved only recently in lateral dots like those in
Fig.2.

In order to use electron spins for quantum computation, one
would like to label them in order to be able to address a certain
qubit at any time during the computation and for the read-out of
the final result. If the electrons carrying the spin qubits were free
like in a metal or 2DES, then this would be impossible due to the
indistinguishability of identical particles in quantum mechanics.
However, if the electrons carrying the quantum information
were localized in an array of quantum dots (Fig. 3) then they
could be distinguished by their position.

Exchange Coupling
As mentioned earlier, for quantum computing qubits need to be
coupled using a two-qubit gate. In the case of localized spins the
required coupling can be obtained via tunneling between adja
cent dots. This can be understood in terms of a simple Hubbard
model with a tunneling amplitude t between adjacent sites and
an on-site Coulomb repulsion energy U. With one electron per
dot, one finds in the limit t« U that the low-energy physics of
the system is described by the spin Hamiltonian

H = L JijSi' Sj + /1'B L giBi' Si, (2)
l~i<j~n l~i~n

where == =4f/U is the exchange energy and Si denotes the spin 1/2
operator at site i. We have also included the Zeeman energy due to
an external magnetic field Bi at site i, where fLB is the Bohr mag
neton and gi is the Lande g-factor. Even if the external field is
constant and homogeneous, both the exchange for each pair of
spins and the Zeeman term for each individual spin (see below)
can be controlled by electrical gating. Applying a gate voltage at

the surface will increase the potential barrier for electrons
between adjacent dots, and I will be reduced exponentially. This
effectively provides a mechanism for switching on and off the
coupling between two qubits while all other interactions are off
(this is required for a circuit as e.g. Fig. 1). In NMR however, all
interactions are on all the time, and one has to apply refocusing
techniques in order to "effectively" switch off the unwanted inter
actions.

One can use the analogybetween quantum dots and atoms and
treat the coupled system as an artificial hydrogen molecule. Since
the exchange energy is just the energy difference between the low
est spin singlet and triplet states of a two-electron system, we can
find a good estimate for Iby applying the Heitler-London method
from molecular physics. For more details and for a number of
improvements to the Heitler-London method we refer the inter
ested reader to chapter 8 in [4]. Molecular states in quantum dots
have been observed in the Coulomb blockade regime, but fur
ther evidence is required to distinguish between single-electron
states ("Hi molecules") and the two-electron states discussed here
("H2 molecules").

Quantum dot quantum logic
If the exchange coupling between two neighboring spins is
switched on for a finite amount of time and the time-integrated
exchange energy (divided by1i) equals exactly1t then the states of
the two spins are swapped. For quantum computation, the
"square-root of swap" ("SWAP), obtained by applying a time
integrated exchange of only 1t/2, is much more interesting: it can
be used to produce a maxirnally entangled state oftwo spins from
a product state. An example is the spin singlet state ITJ-)-IJ-i).
Entanglement is one ofthe essential features ofquantum mechan
ics and thus plays a key role in quantum computing (the
connection between entanglement and the efficiency ofquantum
algorithms is still not fully understood). ,,",SWAP can be combined
with single-qubit gates into the controlled-NOT gate. As a conse
quence, the exchange interaction between spins plus the ability to
rotate single spins is sufficient for quantum computation.

During the short time of the switching process (not in
between), the spin ofthe electrons in the coupled quantwn dots is
coupled to the charge via the Pauli exclusion principle, and we
have to avoid charge excitations. The relevant energyscales are the
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~ Fig. 3: Sketch of a linear array of
quantum dots (dashed circles), each
containing asingle (excess) spin 1/2 (blue
arrow) representing a qubit for quantum
computing. Localized spins can be labeled
and addressed individually.The metal gate
electrodes (green) are used to define the
quantum dots and the couplings between
them. For single-qubit operations, a local
difference in Zeeman splittings could be
achieved electrically, e.g.by applying a gate
potential between the top and the bottom
of the structure; any electron can then be
shifted individually towards a magnetized
or high-g layer (red). Likewise, such local Zeeman splittings could be generated by a static inhomogeneous magnetic field, e.g. produced
by a current I (red circle~). Single-qubit rotations could be performed using electron spin resonance (ESR) with a homogeneous
oscillatory field Bft' with afrequency matching the local Zeeman splitting of the desired qubit.The exchange coupling between adjacent
spins could also be controUed e[ectricaHy by gate electrodes.We have sketched a situation where the qubits 3 and 4 are coupled.
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Input and Output
A quantum computer would be useless if it were impossible to
prepare it initiallywith some input data and finally to read out the
result. Using single-qubit rotations, initializing the system can be
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... fig. 4: Setup for detecting entangled electrons which are
injected from the entangler into Fermi leads 1 and 2.Two-particle
interference at the electronic beam spUtter leads to distinct
statistical effects for entangled singlet or triplet pairs in the noise
correlations between the outgoing leads. In the case ofthe
singlet, the noise enhancement allows to uniquely detect the
entangled state.

Quantum Communication
It is hard to predict at the moment to what degree and up to which
scale quantum computation can ever be realized. Another related
field of research, quantum communication, is about to yield new
implementable technologies. The most advanced application
appears to be quantum key distribution (QKD). The crypto
graphic keys used nowadays are not unconditionally secure, i.e.
they rely on some assumptions which are believed to be true with
high confidence, e.g. the widely used RSA scheme for encryption
is safe as long as factoring large integers cannot be performed effi
ciently. The BB84 protocol for QKD, invented by Bennett and
Brassard in 1984, is based on the transmission of single qubits
(e.g. the polarization of photons) from one party to the other,
while a protocol put forward by Ekert in 1991 is based on each of
the two parties possessing one qubit of an entangled (or EPR)
pair. Quantum teleportation and superdense coding are also
based on the use of such entangled pairs. Roughly speaking, two
qubits are in an entangled state iftheir total quantum state cannot
be written as the product of quantum states of each qubit sepa
rately. So, while 10)111)2 and 10)1 10)z-10)1 11)2":11)110)2+11)111)2 are
not entangled, the singlet state 10)1 P)z-!I)1 10)2 is entangled.

All of the concepts mentioned above have been successfully
tested using entangled photons from parametric downconversion
[1]. There have been several theoretical suggestions to produce,
transport, and detect spin entangled electrons in mesoscopic
wires [4, 6] and there is increasing experimental effort towards
realizing this challenging idea.Actually, entangledstates are rather
the rule than the exception in condensed matter physics. Particu
larly interesting are systems which possess entangled ground
states (a simple example being two tunnel-coupled quantum
dots), since in such a state the entanglement is robust against
external perturbations once the system is cooled to low enough
temperatures.

The big problem is to harness such entangled states. Using
adiabatic pumping, such states could be injected into electrical
leads which are attached to quantum dots. Another possible
implementation of an "entangler" is a tunnel contact between a
conventional BCS superconductor and a normal metal. The
ground state of the superconductor consists of a condensate of
Cooper pairs which are in the spin singlet. By biasing the super
conductor-normal junction, Cooper pairs can be broken and the
two resulting electrons can tunnel into the normal metal. In order
to be useful for quantum communication, the two electrons have
to be extracted in two separate leads while remaining entangled.
It has been shown (chapter 8 in [4]) that the fraction of the elec
trons emerging in separate leads can be drastically increased by
connecting the superconductor to two normal quantum dots
which are connected to the normal leads such that the on-site
Coulomb repulsion in each quantum dot prevents two electrons
from simultaneously moving into the same lead.

reduced to preparation in some fixed known state, such as
lOO •••0). The latter can be produced by applying a homogeneous
magnetic field and letting the system relax.

Reading out single spins directly is difficult. As for single-spin
rotations, it might be easier to transform the "magnetic" problem
into an "electric" one (spin-to-charge conversion). For readout,
spin-dependent tunneling to an adjacent empty quantum dot
would be monitored using an electrometer (sensitivity orders of
magnitude smaller than a single electron charge). The presence or
absence of an electron in the adjacent dot after a finite amount of
time would then allow one to tell whether there was a spin up or
spin down electron in the read dot.
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level spacing 8E on a single quantum dot and the on-site
Coulomb repulsion energy U. Typically, both ofthese energies are
several tens of Kelvin, while for smaller quantum dots, they can
even approach room temperature. The operating temperature of
the quantum computer should not exceed these energies. Fur
thermore, the switching of external parameters leading to a
time-dependent exchangeJ(t) should not be too fast. One can find
optimal switching pulse shapes (e.g.1/cosh) and lower bounds for
the switching times (for typical lateral dots around 100 ps) [4].

Rotating spins
Rotating single spins may seem easier than coupling two spins.
However, one finds that applying a field of, say, 1 Tesla to a partic
.ular spin without rotating neighbors at a distance of only about 50
nm would require huge field gradients. Although some technolo
gies allow to apply strongly localized magnetic fields (hard disk
read/write heads, magnetic force microscope tips), it appears very
difficult to achieve large gradients. It seems more realistic to apply
electric gate voltages locally, as shown in Fig. 3, changing the verti
cal position of the localized electrons, which, in combination with
a spatiallyvarying Zeeman effect (using either magnetic or g-fac
tor modulated materials), can change the effective magnetic field
in which a spin is precessing. This is in principle sufficient for per
forming arbitrary single-spin rotations-completing the required
set ofoperations for our quantum computer. Modulation ofthe g
factor by electrical gating was in fact recently demonstrated
experimentally at UC Santa Barbara (see [4], chapter 5).

Alternatively, individual spins could be rotated using a homo
geneous oscillatory magnetic (ESR) field in combination with a
static gradient which allows to select a certain spin by its distinct
resonance frequency. Yet another interesting possibility for fast
spin manipulation was investigated in Awschalom's group
(UCSB). Spin-polarized electrons were rotated using a femtosec
ond optical pulse which acts like an effective strong magnetic field
via the optical Stark effect ([4], chapter 5).

A"computer·science" trick to perform universal quantum com
putation using solely the exchange interaction JSj,Sj is based on
encoding each logical qubit into three spins instead of one. In
addition to this overhead the "exchange only" implementation
would require on the order of ten times more operations.
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How can an spin entangler for electrons be tested for its func
tionality? A solution is to use statistical properties. Due to the
Fermi statistics, an electronic spin singlet state has a symmetric
orbital wavefunction, and it can be expected that it exhibits "par
ticle bunching" familiar for Bosons in suitable two-particle
interference (Hanbury Brown-Twiss) experiments. Consider
injecting the electrons from the entangler into an electronic beam
splitter (Fig. 4) and then measuring the current autocorrelations
in one of the outgoing arms (3 or 4). It can be proven [4,6) that
when the electrons injected are in the entangled spin singlet
state, a particle bunching effect will be seen, i.e. the probabilityfor
both electrons to emerge in the same (different) outgoing leadwill
be enhanced (suppressed). This leads to a measurable enhance
ment of the noise-to-current ratio by a factor of two. Another
important issue is whether the spin entanglement becomes
degraded owing to electron-electron interactions during trans
port in the mesoscopic leads. The probability of recovering an
entangled pair transmitted through an interacting electron sys
tem scales withzi where 0 <zp::; 1is the quasiparticle weight. This
quantity can be evaluated for a two-dimensional electron system
using Green's functions. For typical GaAs samples,zp"" 0.7, so
about 25% of the pairs can be recovered. For weak spin-flip scat
tering (as seen experimentally e.g. in GaAs), the entanglement of
those pairs which are recollected after transmission is still maxi
mal.

Because photons typically interact with their surroundings
much moreweakly than electrons, they are ideal for long-distance
transmission ofquantum information,but it is rather hard to cou
ple them to spin-based quantum computer hardware. Besides
being of fundamental interest, electron spins, transported over
micrometer distances in a solid, serve as a"bus" for the spin-based
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The value of useless
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D. Weaire, Physics Department, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland

This lecture is is a celebration of two men from the extreme
Western fringe ofEurope, in fact two Irishmen- Lord Kelvin

and George Francis Fitzgerald. My title is taken from a letter to
Nature by Fitzgerald in 1892. It sticks persistently in my mind and
provokes a lot ofquestions about the the meanings of"value" and
"useless" and hence in which pure and applied physics interact
with each other, as they did in the lives of these two men;

These people appeal to me because, while they lived in a
bygone age, I have no difficulty at all in understanding them.
Their life-spans include that period in which physics emerged as
a distinct professional discipline, and they played their part in
shaping it. Its value is under question today. This debate is not a
new one: it goes right back to the very dawn of our Western cul
ture, in Greece, and it was certainly active in the time of Kelvin
and Fitzgerald. The value ofuseless studies has always been ques
tioned, but rarely more than today.
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quantum computer. On the theoretical side, the Fermi statistics
for electrons has led to a further generalization of the notion of
entanglement.

Outlook

New concepts of quantum information processing are being
investigated on the "small scale" with NMR, quantum optics, and
trapped ions. Theoretical work on solid-state quantum comput
ing, in particular the spin-based scheme outlined here, has
motivated considerable experimental efforts towards solid-state

. qubits. Regardless of whether a large-scale solid-state quantum
computerwill emerge from these efforts, it is alreadynow exciting
to follow these developments since new and interesting results in
both fundamental and applied physics can be expected.

........................................................................................................................
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Kelvin was born was born as William Thomson in 1824, of the
Scottish Covenanter stock that had settled in Northern Ireland in
the 17th century. His father James, who taught mathematics in
Belfast, was a talented and industrious man. William and his
brother James both inherited their father's academic ability and
he fostered this assiduously, both before and after the family
moved to Glasgow University, where the father took up the Chair
ofMathematics.

From an early age James and William were tutored by their
father and they attended lectures at the universitywhile still very
young, surpassing all the other students.So when William went
to Cambridge at the age of sixteen he had already been fully
immersed in university education at Glasgow, and had devoted
his previous summer to Fourier's Theorie
AnaTytique de la Chaleur and Laplace's
Mechanique Celeste. Few Cambridge
Freshmen can have arrived with such
heavyweight intellectual baggage.

Kelvin enjoyed college life,
including athletic pursuits. He
formed an attachment to Cam
bridge but was not completely
seduced byit. This is in contrast to
his good friend and fellow Irish
man George Gabriel Stokes. In
later life he was to warn Stokes
that he should move away from
"London and Cambridge,
those great Juggernauts under
which so much potential
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energy for original discovery is crushed". But Stokes-a famous
ly shy man, remained cocooned in his college for life. Their
lifelong friendship-when Stokes was buried Kelvin said that his
heart was in the grave with him-was an attraction of opposites.
Stokes was a classic example of the dedicated, distracted, intro
verted but admirable professorial type. JJ Thomson praised the
clarity of his lectures and his enthusiasm, which in 1898 after
fifty years oflecturing, sometimes led him to forget the time and
go on uninterruptedly for as much as three hours. Rayleigh
recalled something similar from his undergraduate days: if the
sun was shining and Stokes able to use its rays for demonstrations,
he would ignore the clock and the timetable. But his audience
forgave him: "With complete ease and accuracy and with the
expenditure of about two pence he performs the most valuable
and decisive demonstrations of his theories. His astonishing fac
ulty for doing without costly apparatus must be a heaven-sent gift
to the impoverished university?'Stokes even got carried awaywrit
ing a letters to his fiancee, and provided her with many pages of
explanation ofthe details ofhis mathematical research. He almost
lost her. I regularly advise graduate students not to do this.

A year after his graduation in mathematics, in which he some
how managed to come only second in the list, Kelvin returned to
Glasgow as Professor of Natural Philosophy, and refused all offers
(including the Cavendish chair in Cambridge, three times) to move
south again. He had already published twenty scientific papers.

At this point one wonders what to say about the vast range of
his accomplishments over his entire career. It ranges across all of
physics, and from the fundamental to the applied, His output of
more than 600 papers and many books and patents was spread
evenly over his long life, rising smoothly like the parabolic trajec
tory of a projectile, from a few papers a year in his late teens to
more than ten a year in mid career and declining again to a few
everyyear in his eighties. Let us mention thermodynamics, optics,
elasticity, electricity and magnetism, hydrodynamics, navigation,
geophysics and the properties of materials. He was surely the last
great classical physicist, and he's sometimes portrayed as a con
servative figure in his later years. Which of us will not be so, ifwe
make it to the age of83? It is true that he declared airplanes to be
a complete impossibility, but that did seem to be the clear predic
tion of theory at the time.

In fact,he was as fond ofspeculation as anybody,andhis manywild
ideas about atoms and the ether exhibit as much chutzpah as the
more imaginative writers ofPhys Rev Letters today.

He gathered a long list ofhonours, including foreign membership
ofthe HungarianAcademyofSciences, awarded in the sameyear that
Botvos Lorand was admitted-1873. But as he became Sir William
Thomson and then Baron Kelvin, he did not let itpropelhim into too
many other activities-thatwas the advantage as he saw it, ofstaying
inhis remote fastness in Glasgow. He could even retreat to the palatial
propertythat he built on the coast,orhisyacht, to contemplatehis lat
est challenge in peace. There and indeed everywhere else,he could jot
down fresh thoughts all the time in his many notebooks, which now
rest in Cambridge.

Kelvin was an adept mathematician but, as Fitzgerald said,"his
mathematics is for the sake ofthe result and not for the sake ofthe
mathematics:' He himself said, together with PG Tait, in the pref
ace to their textbook (Thomson and Tait, known at the time as
"T and T prime"): 'Nothing can be more fatal than too confident
reliance on mathematical symbols: for the student is only too apt
to take the easier course, and consider the formula and not the fact
to be the physical reality'.

When he did have recourse to mathematics he was eager to see
its results in a tangible form. When he produced an ideal cell for
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foam as a model for the ether,-he
had a wire model made immedi
ately, and a stereo picture for
viewing-and he even got his wife
to make a pincushion of the
required shape. Kelvin always
brought his work home, indeed his
house is said to have been the first
in the world to have a full domestic
electric lighting system.

This idea that physics has to be
something that you feel with your
hands is a robust and valuable tra
dition can be associated with
British natural philosophy in gen
eral, and set against the more
formal and abstract approach of
many French mathematical physi
cists such as Poincare. There is
still a contrast today, et vive la dif
ference. Kelvin said that model-making was to be regarded as
more than a "rude mechanical illustration" of a physical effect
it was a sort of consistency test of a theory, based partly on the
notion that physics was the same on all length scales. Not that he
was uninterested in mechanical illustrations -he performed
them with dramatic effect for his classes, using for example amuz·
zle-loading elephant gun for demonstration of momentum
conservation.. He was particularly fond ofthe trickwith two eggs,
one boiled and the other not, which behave so differently when
you spin them on a surface.

At times Kelvin took his down to earth approach too far-he
was unhappy with Maxwell's theory, in particular, and right to
the end ofhis days he saw the ether as a "real thing" (to be fair, so
did Maxwell!). This material ether might be a jelly as Stokes had
suggested- he wrote to Stokes to say that his chocolat au lait in a
Paris cafe had congealed into something like the jelly that Stokes
had been talking about. His own conception of ether was as a
foam. (Incidentally Osborne Reynolds, yet another Irishman,
thought it was a granular material, like sand-and both granular
and foam models are mentioned in the latest conceptions of
space-time on the Planck scale today, in an ironic twist ofhistory,
which I much enjoy and would enjoy better ifI could understand
quantum gravity... ).

At the opposite pole of speculation on ether was Larmor-yes,
yet another Irishman-who took field theory to the extreme of
trying to describe the electron as no more than a singularity in a
very mathematical sort of ether, of the kind Kelvin found dis
tasteful.

So Kelvin was a mathematician who became a physicist-and
then an engineer. What else are we to call a man whose seventy
practical patents had a profound effect on the advance oftechnol
ogy. Let me quote Fitzgerald:
"If one were asked to point out a typical example of the kind of
intellect that has changed the face of society so that our whole
industrial system has been utterly revolutionised and with it the
conditions of life of the majority of civilized nations, the first
name that would occur would be that ofLord Kelvin"

So when we teach the second law of thermodynamics, and
struggle with ~ntropy (a word he did not like to use himself-I
suppose because he could not feel it with his hands) and the
absolute scale of temperature, we should tell our students that the
same man that debated and helped to originate these concepts can
also be said to have invented the heat pump, air cooling by refrig-
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eration and other useful tricks that depend on the laws of ther
modynamics. But his most prolific area of invention was
electricity. In the dusty corridors of older physics department,
glass cases still contain the many instruments that he designed.
Incidentally there is now an excellent museum devoted to him in
Glasgow.

Out of this came his climactic achievement in the field of
telegraphy-not startlingly original-important inventions do
not have to be so, and they usually are not

In its time the telegraph was as exciting as the Web is today.
Almost overnight, itwas said, the world was shrunk to a globalvil
lage. The masters ofthe arcane knowledge of telegraphy had high
salaries, there was tension between private investment and gov
ernment regulation, there was concern over security, a rush to
invent peripheral devices (Edison made his first fortune from a
ticker tape machine), and many investors got their fingers burned.

Indeed the fust Transatlantic cable did not survive much
beyond the exchange of greetings between Queen Victoria and
the President. These messages were not as peremptory as is some
times said. The Queen sent one of 99 words. It took 16 1h hours
to transmit it. No wonder that early telegraphic technologists were
already very interested in compression; many codes were invent
edto achieve it. In one of these the single word GNAPHALIO
meant "Please send supply oflight clothing".

The rapid failure of the first Atlantic cable was a commercial
disaster and the improvement of its technology a demanding
imperative. It suffered from electrical breakdown. Kelvin made a
rapid diagnosis and recommendation for the second attempt,
which included using lower voltages than proposed, thicker
cables, and more sensitive detection. For this he developed a sen
sitive mirror galvanometer, very like the ones that were used in
university teaching labs until not very long ago. I hope you have
not thrown all of them out!

The compelling force ofhis personality overcame the opposi
tion of the ignorant and the amateurs, and a new system based
on his ideas worked wonderfully well in 1866. It made the amaz
ing sum of one thousand pounds on its first day of operation. So
he became rich and famous ...

Towards the end he described his career as a failure, which is
quite preposterous. Admittedly the piece of physics that he took
most pride in-his estimate of the age of the earth-went badly
wrong, on account of the 9l11mown effects of radioactive decay. I
suppose he shared some of the feelings expressed in Russell Mac
Cormmach's Night Thoughts ofa Classical Physicist, that his
beloved classical physics was incomplete.

There are many parallels in the career of George Francis
Fitzgerald, although we shall see that this symmetry was eventu
ally broken. He too was born into an academic family, and rose to
become Professor of Natural Philosophy at an early age in a
provincial capital-in his case Dublin. Both were athletic, and
were said to be superb lecturers and fond ofdemonstrations. Both
made important advances in the introduction oflaboratory class
es : Kelvin's were certainly among the earliest in the
world-I848-and Fitzgerald,having improvised a student labo
ratory, fought for modern facilities up to his death. The indirect
effect of their practical teaching must have been immense: one
example of a Kelvin student is Gerard Philips, who founded the
Philips lighting company. Fitzgerald's protege Lyle founded the
first physical laboratory south of the equator, in Melbourne.

To continue with the search for symmetry: both men were very
prominent in the British Association and both were Editors of
Philosophical Magazine. Fitzgerald, like Kelvin, was mathemati
cally gifted, and he too preferred realistic physics to formal theory,
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and gradually developed
strong interests in the indus
trial applications of physics.
Both had powerful personali
ties, Fitzgerald's even the more
so perhaps.

There is however a stark contrast in the directly measurable
output of the two men. Fitzgerald published only a few dozen sig
nificant papers, and no books. He fostered an inventive spirit
among his proteges but he himself did little in applied physics.
He could be accused of being a mere dabbler, as when he flew (if
onlyjust) the Lilienthal glider in the universitygrounds-the first
one to do this in the British Isles. He seems to have lost interest in
it thereafter, or taken fright.

Even his theoretical work was often left tentative and incom
plete, as when he conjectured that length contraction could
account for the Michelson-Morley experiment, sent a brief letter
to an obscure American journal and forgot about it until Lorentz
published something similar severalyears later. It took a long time
for historians to work out that Fitzgerald's idea,which came to
him while sitting in Oliver Lodge's house in Liverpool, was not
just a wild guess but had its roots in the mathematical expression
of electromagnetic theory, on which he was conducting an exten
sive correspondence.

Through that correspondence Fitzgerald's indirect influence
was immense, and his reputation grows with every retelling of
his period by the historians of science, especially in the book The
Maxwellians, by Bruce Hunt. Often in incidental remarks in his
letters and writings he showed extraordinary insight and he
offered it freely to everyone. For examplewhen writing a review in
praise ofBoltzmann he speculated on the nature ofgravity, to the
effect that it was probably a change in the structure of the ether,
what we would just call space today, produced by the presence of
matter. Another example: when asked what would happen when
velocity exceeded the speed of light and the already familiar
expression in maxwellian theory-square root of one minus v
over c squared-ceased to exist as a real number, he said that it
might well be that the velocity of light was the limit to the veloci
ty of a body.And so on.

He was the acknowledged leader of an international team
whatwe would today call an invisible college-calling themselves
the Maxwellians-the subject ofHunt's splendid book. So unlike
Kelvin he was a devoted and visionary disciple of Maxwell. The
Maxwellians included Oliver Lodge, Joseph Larmor, Oliver
Heaviside, and Heinrich Hertz, with others such as JJ Thomson
on the fringes. Hertz in particular complained that Maxwell was



~ Applied physics:
Fitzgerald prepares
to fly the Lilienthal
glider before his
admiring students.

not readily accepted by conservative German physicists, so he
eagerly joined the list of Fitzgerald's correspondents.

Fitzgerald above all others saw the full, dramatic implications
of Maxwell's theory, as redrafted by the extraordinarly eccentric
and self-effacing Oliver Heaviside and others. (It was Heaviside
that first wrote Maxwell's Equations, not Maxwell himself, and
his contributions went largely unrecognised, because ofhis reclu
sive nature. Fitzgerald, although he had met him onlyonce, was
responsible for getting him a state pension to save him from
poverty, by petitioning the Prime Minister.)

He still felt some need for some interpretation of the nature of
the ether, even though he expressed the hope that a material
ether could be dispensed with. So he built a mechanical model to
show how Maxwell's theory worked in the ether. Alas, my
Department seems to have lost this precious icon in the 1950's: I
still harbour a faint hope that it may turn up.

In one of his most significant insights, Fitzgerald foresaw the
generation of electromagnetic waves of longer wavelength than
light by electrical circuits, publishing a characteristically brief
note on this. When, some years later, Hertz announced his exper
imental results, Fitzgerald was exultant (although he must have
felt foolish for not doing such an experiment himself)

He described the achievement of the young German to the
British Association on 1888.

It was a great step in human progress when man learnt to make
material machines,

When he used the elasticity ofhis bow and the rigidity ofhis arrow
to provide food and defeat his enemies. .

It was a great advance when he used the chemical action offire:
when he learnt to use water to float his boats and air to drive
them: when he used artificial selection to provide himselfwith

food and domestic animals.

For two hundredyears he has made heat his slave to drive his
machinery.

Fire, water, earth and air have long been his slaves; but it is only
within the lastfew years that man has won the battle lost by the

giants ofold, has snatched the thunderbolt from love himself, and
enslaved the all-pervading ether.

Unlike Kelvin, Fitzgerald never quite got down to consistently
applying his insights, as in this instance. He complained bitterly
about the government's ignorance and inappropriate application
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of funds for science. '~ company can be promoted with a capital
ofa hundred thousand pounds for almost any conceivable object,
but it is quite hard to get ten or twenty to try experiments. I look
forward to the time when eager capitalists and energetic govern
ment departments will importune inventors to be allowedto work
out their discoveries:' One cannot escape the conclusion that the
fault lay partly with himself, and he recognised his own tendency
to flit around from topic to topic: "I admire from a distance those

who contain themselves till they
worked to the bottom of their results
but as I am not in the veryleast sensitive
to having made mistakes I rush out
with all sorts of crude notions in hope
that they may set ot~ers thinking and
lead to some advance:'

He really should have played a
greater part in the development and commercial exploitation of
radio, especially since Marconi did such crucial work in Ireland. It
may have been the intense hostility of the Maxwellian Oliver
Lodge towards Marconi that kept Fitzgerald out of the action.!
had intended to admit to you frankly at this point that Marconi
was certainly not Irish, but to my surprise I find that he was, or at
least almost so, for he was the son ofan aristocratic Irish lady and
married another one!

But there is no hint ofjealousy in his praise of Kelvin's success
in Fitzgerald's praise for him on the 50th anniversary ofhis pro
fessorship:

"He has advanced civilization by making the all-pervading
ether available to us, by enabling us to measure its properties,
and by teaching us how to lay the nerves of civilization in
thedepths of the oceans. He has helped to unify humanity, to
modify competition by co-operation, to push forward the feder
ation of the world:'

There is a hint here of his strong sense that science has a posi
tive moral content. Here he is again, in a speech in which he
advocated the setting up of industrial laboratories, not to be gov
erned by the decisions by"mere officials"but by scientific advisers
in touch with scientific advance and enthusiastic believers in it.

"Hope is the great incentive to exertion. Without it a nation is
dead. Without it we lose allbeliefin the possibilityofimprovement,
and improvement at oncebecomes impossible. The historyofelec
trical engineering, the utilization of the all-pervading ether for the
service ofman, should strengthen our hope and beliefin the possi
bility of improvement. For has it not revolutionized society and
enabled high and low, rich and poor to lead better lives, bymaking .
life less hard and grimy, and this improved the well-being ofman
both materially and, what is more important, morally as well?"

This confident sense of the power for their work for the com
mon good, founded on traditional religion reconciled with
science, is another symmetrybetween the two. Differences ofper
sonality and circumstances led to one being highly successful in
realising the direct applications ofscience, and the other not. Both
deserve to be better recognised: their lives demonstrate the value
of"useless" studies.
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... The Kronstadt:
venue of the
Symposium.

.... Professor Alferov and his wife enjoying the weatl1e
on deck.

Physics extended theoretically the conventional Aharonov
Bohm effect (e.g. oscillatory dependence of conductance in the
loop on the amount ofenclosed magnetic flux) to the excitons and
trions in quantum rings and electrons in nanotubes. His analysis
suggests that the Aharonov-Bohm effect occurs in these complex
systems as well and may be observed in the case of excitons as
oscillations of the binding energy with the universal period of
the magnetic flux quantum.

Noboru Miura, Univ. of Tokyo, presented a magneto-optical
and cyclotron resonance study ofsemiconductor nanostructures
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electrons (80-90 meV) is considerably smaller than that ofholes
(160-250 meV). At the write-in stage, one excites a biased quan
tum dot with a resonant photon. At a certain temperature, the
electron of the generated electron-hole pair escapes, whereas the
hole remains in the dot. The readout is implemented by switch
ing off the bias; the electron relaxes into the dot and recombines
with the hole emitting a photon back. The storage time is hence

limited by the hole retention time in the
dot, which in InAs/GaAs at room tem
perature is only a few picoseconds.

, Whether it can be improved in a different
material is subject to further study.

lrina Yugova, St. Petersburg State
Univ., presentedwork on a gateable spin memory in InP quantum
dots. Intrinsic doping of the quantum dot sample changes the
electron content of the conduction band, which can be further
varied by an applied electric field such that only one excess elec
tron occupies each dot. If the dot is then excited quasi-resonantly,
a complex system of two electrons and one hole - called a trion 
is formed. The researchers have found in this case a long-lived cir
cularly polarized component in the photoluminescence that was
virtually time-independent within the span ofthe recombination
lifetime (about 1 ns). The amplitude ofthe long-lived component,
however, rapidly decreased with voltage and vanished at the neg
ative voltage when the dot becomes neutral. The proposed
explanation of the effect has to do with the fact that only one of
the two electrons in the trion is spin-correlated with the hole. In
other words, the present excess electron 'makes sure' that only
one circularly polarized optical transition takes place, but not the
other, whereas both transitions are equally possible in a neutral
quantum dot. The spin-memory device can be switched on and
offby changing the gate voltage.

Alexander Chaplik of Novosibirsk Inst. of Semiconductor
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Andrey Bychkov, St. John's College, Oxford University

NAN02002:
10th Anniversary

Last year at the 9th International Symposium on Physics and
Technology of Nanostructures, St. Petersburg, Russia (see

EPN SeptlOct 2001, p. 186), the organizers promised they would
hold the following Symposium on a boat. They kept their word;
the 10th Anniversary Symposium was essentially a 3-day tour on
board the Kronstadt, a snow-white four-deck ship going along the
rivers and lakes of northern Russia stopping only at Kizhi,
Valaam, Svirstroy, places ofgenuine history and faith hidden amid
the woodlands of Karelia. This was the backdrop to three long
days in June, when it never gets dark, spent exchanging ideas on
physics and life in general.

It was not just a leisurely journey though. When Zhores Alfer
ov, Physics Nobel Prize 2000, wished in his opening speech that
the boat escape would help us better concentrate on work, I guess
I knew what he meant: there would be physically no escape from
work. The following speaker Klaus von Klitzing, Physics Nobel
Prize 1985, who reviewed the physics and applications of the
Quantum Hall effect, immediately set the pace. The last of the
three talks in the Opening Session was by Gerhard Abstreiter,
Technical Univ. Munich. The subject ofhis presentation, the con
trol of charge and spin in novel semiconductor nanostructure
devices, defined very well the scope of this Symposium.

Overall, there were about 170 contributed reports coveringvir
tually all aspects of nanostructure physics and technology. In the
following, I would like to briefly touch upon just some of them,
which I found particularly fascinating.

Pierre Petroff, Univ. of California at Santa Barbara, gave a very
comprehensive account of semiconductor self-assembled quan
tum dots. Fabricated by lattice strain engineering, the dots can be
either grown randomly or positioned in a lattice having one or a
few dots in a primitive cell. Their optical properties can be accu
rately tuned by an appropriate choice of materials. Once this has
been done, a variety of quantum dot applications open up. The
ones realized by the researchers include a long-time (up to a
minute) optical storage device, a single-photon source, and a
spin-injection light-emitting diode.

Optical memory in self-assembled quantum dots was also cov
ered in a talk by Christian Kapteyn, Technical Univ. Berlin. The
operation principle ofthe memory device is based on the fact that
in lnAs/GaAs quantum dots, the thermal activation energy of



A Professors von
Klitzing and Eaves.

in very high magnetic
fields. At fields of 100 T,
the extension of the
electron wavefunction
is decreased down to
2.6 nm, which is smaller
than the typical size of
potential confinement
in nanostructures. As a
result of the shrinkage
of electron and hole
wavefunctions by the
magnetic fields, the
recombination time
increases, the photolu

minescence of the quantum dots
experiences a red shift, as well as other
effects. The generation of ultra-high
pulsed magnetic fields (over 600 T) by

destructive and semi-destructive techniques is interesting by
itself. The speaker presented a video showing explosions well in
the spirit of the Die Hard movies. I wonder what his next-door
neighbours feel about the research.

Traditionally for the NANO Symposium, many talks were on
lasers and optoelectronic devices. Connie Chang-Hasnain, Univ.
of California at Berkeley; shared with us a new look at quantum
dot devices and their enabling applications. Using the MEMS
(Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) technology they have fabri
cated a cantilever a few tens of micrometers long, with a Bragg
mirror of a few tens of microns in diameter at the end. Another
mirror had been grown on the substrate, thus forming a Fabry
Perot cavity. The cantilever bends when a voltage is applied to the
contact on its top, changing the air gap between the mirrors. The
device was pumped with photons to realize a VCSEL (Vertical
Cavity Surface Emitting Laser) with a fast tunable wavelength
range of a few tens of nanometers.
. The quite intense scientific program of the Symposium, with
sessions starting at 9 a.m. and continuing sometimes till mid
night, allowed for a more diverse content than the previous
symposia. Many new topics were included in the program for the
first time, like a report by Pulickel Ajayan, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Inst., on the amazing growth architectures with carbon nan
otubes, and one by Jan Schmidt of Univ. of Leiden on the
spectroscopy of single light-harvesting complexes (used in pho
tosynthesis to efficiently convert light into chemical energy.)

The section on quantum computingwas more popular in com
parison to the last year, too. Guido Burkard, Univ. of Basel,
reviewed the field of spintronics and quantum information pro
cessing in nanostructures. His talk combined a brief tutorial on
quantum information science and theoretical works of the group
derived from the almost classic by now idea of Loss &DiVmcen
zo on quantum computations with electron spins in quantum
dots.

The author of this article presented work carried out with Dik
Bouwmeester, now at Univ. of California at Santa Barbara, on a
single-photon quantum memory device based on a single quan
tum dot. Different to the memory devices mentioned above, the
aim of our proposal is to store quantum states of single photons
encoded in their polarization. Such a device would be extremely
useful to realize a quantum repeater, an essential component of
long-distance quantum communication schemes. The storage
time would of course be limited by the coherence time of exci
tons in quantum dots. Paola Borri, Univ. Dortmund, reported it to
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A Avisit to the 18th century c~urches of the Kizhi
ensemble.

be 630 ps at 7 K, measured in InGaAs self-assembled quantum
dots by a four-wave mixing technique. However, putting a quan
tum dot in a photonic bandgap environment might considerably
extend the exciton lifetimes due to the effective suppression ofthe
density of states around the emitter. Exciting developments in
photonic bandgap crystals make us optimistic about this idea.

Manfred Bayer, also at Univ. Dort
mund, gave a talk on entangled
exciton states in quantum dot mole-

... everyone cules. These artificial molecules

f d
consist of two vertically stacked self

ro m 9ra uate assembled InAs quantum dots
separated by a GaAs barrier. When

student to Nobel the width of the barrier was reduced
to 5-8 nm, the carrier wavefunctions

Prize winner was on the two dots started to overlap
and the corresponding splitting of

in the same boat the photoluminescence peaks into
bonding and anti-bonding states was
observed. The researchers believe
that the resulting tunneling of the

optically generated electrons and holes between the two dots has
produced entangled exciton states.

The three excursions to the orthodox monasteries on the way,
the peaceful landscape, fresh air, and the inevitable jazz-band in
the bar at night surelyhelped us digest the tremendous informa
tion flow and just feel great. The 10th Symposium on
Nanostructures has been a big success, most memorable for the
atmosphere created during the trip, when everyone from gradu
ate student to Nobel Prize winner was in the sameboat, discussing
with each other.

Ten is a good number for an international conference in a new
field. Now that it has come of age, let's wish the Symposium a
smooth transition to its prime, which is certainly ahead in the
future. Congratulations, and the best ofluck to the organizers!

For more information, please refer to the Symposium website:
http://www.ioffe.rulNAN02002/

The photos of the Symposium can be found at:
http://web.edu.ioffe.rulphoto-sallery/photos.php?theme=theme
_01-07-02_16-58-33
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Women appear to drop

out of scientific careers in

disproportionate numbers

at every level ...

Women and science
in Europe
Teresa Rees, Cardiff University, UK

There is a growing interest across Europe in the issue of
women and science. As economies rely increasingly on their

human resources for competitiveness, then any waste or under
utilisation of skills and knowledge becomes a cause for concern.
A recent report published by the European
Commission is a first attempt to quantify this
issue, and to compare national policies on
women and science (Rees 2002). It focuses on
women 'getting in, getting on and getting up':
identifying the pattern of attrition of women
at each level of the academic hierarchy and
exploring policies individual countries have
developed that are designed to address the
problem. Although 30 countries are covered
in the report, there is an extraordinary consis
tency overall. Women appear to drop out of
scientific careers in disproportionate numbers
at every level-a phenomenon known as the 'leaky pipeline'.

The report arose out of the work of the 'Helsinki Group on
Women and Science' (so-called because the first meeting of the
Group took place in Helsinki in November 1999 during the
Finnish Presidency of the European Union). The Group is made
up ofnational civil servants and gender experts from the 15 mem
ber states ofthe European Union and 15 other counties associated
with the Fifth Framework Programme of the European Commu
nity for research, technological development and demonstration
activities (1998-2002). The latter are all candidate countries for
membership of the EU, with the exception of Iceland, Israel and
Norway. The meeting was convened by the Women and Science
Unit of the Research Directorate of the European Commission,
as part of its programme of activities designed to promote
research on women, for women and about women. The Group has
met twice a year since 1999 and is working on the harmonisation
of statistics, the development of indicators and benchmarking
national policies.

Inevitably there is considerable diversity among the countries
in terms ofscientific infrastructure, equalitymeasures and the cli
mate for women pursuing scientific careers. However, it is clear
that there are also commonalties, most startlingly ofall, the lack of
women in decision-making positions about the development of
science policy, and indeed among those that determine what
constitutes 'scientific excellence'. This observation echoes the find
ings presented in the European Technology Assessment Network
(ETAN) report Science Policies in the European Union: Promoting
excellence through mainstreaminggender equality (Osborn et. al.
2000), also commissioned by the Women and Science Unit of the
Research Directorate. The ETAN report analysed the gender make
up of research councils and other funding bodies, learned soci-
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eties and prize-giving committees and found then universally to
be overwhelmingly male dominated and not particularly trans
parent or open in their recruitment processes. Male scientific
elites on these bodies tend to be self-perpetuating as a result of
arrangements for succession rather resembling the closed shop.
The more open the recruitment procedures, the more likely there
will be at least some women in these top positions.

The Helsinki Group has acted as a prompt in some countries tQ
the establishment of National Steering Committees on Women
and Science to focus attention on these issues. Some ofthese com
mittees cross Government Departments. They have become the
focus for the development of policies of two kinds: positive
action-to address specific blockages in the system, and gender
mainstrearning-to integrate gender equality into all policies and
processes, systems and structures.

Examples of positive action measures include supporting net
works ofwomen scientists, encouraging the development of role
model and mentoring schemes and in a few cases establishing tar
gets and quotas. There are a couple of examples of countries

experimenting with earmarking funds for
designated chairs for women, and research
funds and prizes targeted at women. The
establishment of chairs in areas of research
that especially attract women, such as gender
studies in particular fields, has balanced up
the allocation of top positions along the spec
trum ofsubjects.

Gender mainstreaming is the main strate
gic approach of the European Commission to
promoting gender equality, alongside equal
treatment legislation and positive action mea
sures. It is specifically identified as such in the

Commission's Communication Women and Science - Mobilising
women to enrich research (CEC 1999). However, it is an approach
that it rather ill-understood! Nordic countries have made the
most progress in implementing gender mainstreaming, but many
of the mainstreaming tools, such as gender disaggregated statis
tics and equality indicators, gender impact analyses ofpolicies
and engendered budgets, are being increasingly used across the
European Union 'and elsewhere.

One of the gender mainstreaming tools is a measure, some
times legislation, to ensure a gender balance on public bodies. The
stipulation is that both genders should constitute a minimum of
30% (or in one country 40%) of members of all public bodies.
This legislation covers funding councils and in some countries,
university and research institute academic and scientific com
mittees. The Commission has committed itself to a 40%
minimum for both genders on its own evaluation and monitoring
committees.While this target has not yet been reached, the gender
balance on its own committees has improved considerably and is
approaching this target.

Some countries report on activities designed to 'modernise'
human resource management practices in universities, practices
that were described in the ETAN report as being 'medieval' in
some countries. This has led to more transparency in recruitment
and promotion processes, awareness raising and equality training
and the use of gender mainstreaming experts to advise on gen
der proofing policies and practice. Measures to facilitate a better
worklife balance benefit men and women and are badlyneeded in
universities where the longhours' culture is especiallyentrenched.
Those more sophisticated human resource strategies that reward
excellence, rather than the expenditure of time and longevity,
will assist in this.
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In a couple of countries there is a demographic crisis looming
in the university sector as a consequence ofexpansion some years
ago leading to a large number of retirements at the same time.
Countries such as Germany faced with this demographic crisis
are doing their utmost to attract back well trained scientists that
have in effect been excluded from scientific careers as a conse
quence of taking a career break for raising children. There are
many such scientists in the UK, unable to resume their careers.
The Daphne Jackson Foundation helps some. In Germany, con
siderable resource is being expended in programmes to update
the knowledge base of these women and ease them back into
research.

The statistical work of the Helsinki Group has allowed for the
first time comparisons ofwomen in science across 30 countries.
The technical appendix of the Helsinki Group report was pre
pared by Ruth Springham ofEurogramme and provides baseline,
harmonised data for each country. This was an ambitious pro
ject, given the national differences in nomenclatures and
definitions. It represents the beginning of a larger project involv
ing Eurostat. As ever, it was particularly difficult to obtain data
for scientists in the private sector, so most of the focus is on the
public sector. The data show, as is well known, that women now
constitute the majority of the undergraduate population in every
country, but that patterns of gender segregation emerge by sub
ject. Women are the majority of those enrolled for biological and
medical scientists, but remain a minority in physics, engineering
and some other disciplines. Most striking are the 'scissors' dia
grams for each country, which plot the percentage of men and
women through from undergraduate days to senior professor
ships. While women are the majority in the early years, they are a
tiny minority as the top end. This scissors diagram was first pro
duced using data for Germany in the ETAN report: however, the
general pattern seems to hold across countries, even though the
position of the cross over point of the scissors varies by country.
Universally, then, the position of women in science remains 'the
higher, the fewer'.

Gender Studies is a new field making a contribution to our
understanding as to how social relations and institutions them
selves are 'gendered'. It assists a better understanding of forms of
direct but also indirect institutional sexism. The murder of
Stephen Lawrence and subsequent Macpherson Report raised the
public's awareness ofhow organisations could be 'institutionally
racist', without individual people necessarily holding particular-

ly racist views. The way in which
systems and structures were
designed in the Metropolitan

What is commonly police force led to racist outcomes.
This is a similar phenomenon to

heId to beigender 'institutional sexism'.
Contributions to our

neutral l is in fact understanding ofhow women are,
in effect, excluded from scientific

ft b I . t careers are valuable and are com-
a en su t y sexls . ing from an increasing number of

Helsinki Group countries. This has
led to a more sophisticated under

standing of the gendering of scientific networks, and indeed of
science itself. What is commonly held to be 'gender neutral' is in
fact often subtly sexist. This was revealed in the Wenneras and
Wold article that appeared in Nature in1997. It showed how mem
bers of the Medical Research Council in Sweden had rated men
much more highly than women with the same objective 'excel
lence score' (rated by published papers etc). Patronage and
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nepotism was found to be interfering with the workings of the
peer review system. The board was sacked and procedures
reviewed. Many other funding bodies have also reviewed their
systems since this finding, one that was only made possible
because of Swedish laws allowing public access to public records.

Gender Studies research has led to a more sophisticatedunder
standing of what part patronage and nepotism play in the
allocation of positions, whether it be appointments for jobs,
membership of elite bodies or learned societies. It has also facili
tated our understanding of the exclusionary mechanisms or 'chill
factors' used by members of elite organisations to maintain the
social characteristics of the existing membership. Significantly
more resource is being made available under the Sixth Frame
work Programme for research in this area.

The Women and Science Unit is pursuing an ambitious pro
gramme of work in the field of women and science. As well as
co-ordinating the activities of the Helsinki Group, it has recently
published a series of reports that look at the gender dimension of
research in the Fifth Framework Programme. The reports show
that too often the gender dimension is ignored, threatening the
validity of the research. The Unit has also set up two more ETAN
projects-one on women and science in the private sector-and
one on women and science in the Eastern European candidate
countries. The Sixth Framework Programme will be charac
terised by much more attention to the gender dimension
among people involved in vetting the applications-and in the
research that it funds. All this activity should assist women to
make a larger contribution to the development ofscience, and sci
ence to offer better careers to women.
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The general idea... is

to generate scientific

conViviality and

inspiration for the hard

nosed physicists ... and

serious entertainment

REPORTS

The Johann Bernoulli

globe electrical machine
Henk Kubbinga, University ofGroningen.
..................................................................................

As part of a non-classical program in the history of science, sev
eral interesting ifnot crucial experiments have been replicated at
the University ofGroningen. In 1996, for instance, on the occasion
of the 75th anniversary of the Netherlands Physical Society and
the 50th anniversary of the Dutch Foundation for Fundamental
Research on Matter, Newton's optical experimentum crucis
(1672) has been staged. The general ideabehind these replications
is to generate scientific conviviality and inspiration for the hard
nosed physicists and their students, and serious entertainment for
the laymen public.

Recentlywe finished the construction ofa replica ofa so-called
globe electrical machine,which, in the beginning of the 18th cen
tury, opened the era of the generators of controlled static
electricity. Later in that century, the globe became a cylinder and,
finally, a circular plate (or a combination of the latter). Early in
1706, Francis Hauksbee Sr. demonstrated before his fellow mem
bers of the Royal Society, at Gresham College (London), what
came to be known as an electrical machine, since it produced at
will evidently electrical sparks among many other mysterious
light effects. Hauksbee had been reworking experiments made,
in 1700 and 1701, by the Swiss Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748) at
the University of Groningen and reported, by Pierre Varignon, in

The Bernoulli globe electrical machine and an engraved portrait
of Johann Bernoulli (1743). In the background, from left to right:
Henk Broer (mathematics; standing), Professor Emeritus Folkert
van derWoude (physics; sitting left) and Henk KUbbinga (history
of sdence).
[Photo: Reyer Boxem]
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the Memoires of the Academie royale des Sciences. Bernoulli had
studied the light effect in the vacuum part of a mercury barome
ter, which can be observed when the barometer is shaken, e.g.
during transport from one place to another. Not all barometers
showed this effect and Bernoulli was quick to notice the impor
tance of using pure mercury. In the process, he developed
techniques to purify the mercurybywashing with water (or alco
hol) and subsequently drying by filtering through thick packs of
linen. During the filling of the barometer, the mercury should
not be dripped or poured into the tube: the contact with the air

was such as to contaminate
it immediately to a serious
degree. Instead, it shouldbe
sucked up in an open tube,
which is closed afterwards.
The barometer of the
beginning became an
exhausted phial, that is: a
long necked globe of thick
glass, in which the mercury
could be shaken around.
The luminescence now
became a continuous one.
Bernoulli thought he had
found a perpetual phos-
phorus, a perpetual light:

for the laymen public. one ofhis phials with mer
cury indeed worked for
more than a year. In 1704
1705, Hauksbee reopened

the case where Bernoulli had closed it. Mercury wasn't an essen
tial ingredient, he noticed: pieces of amber had the same effect.
Shaking heavyphials with mercurywasn'totherwise that easy and
Hauksbee developed an apparatus to facilitate that: an exhaustible
glass globe, hanging in two forks and made to rotate around an
horizontal axis by a crank or a multiplying wheel, some-what like
a spinning wheel. Soon it turned out that neither mercury nor
amber was necessary: dry open hands, held closely around the
rotating globe sufficed to produce the purple-violet lighting effect.
Sheep skin, too, appeared to have that effect, that is to say: the
wool side. In admitting air to the globe, the luminescence gradu
ally disappeared, and once at atmospheric pressure, sparks
showed up, on the outside, between the hands and the globe. The
electrical machine was born.

Our replica, in 18th century style (walnut, ebony, guiacum and
ashwood) and with a glass globe (diameter about 20 cm; with a
cock) especially blowed for the purpose, indeed manifests the
effects (hands, sheepskin) reported by Hauksbee in Philosophical
Transactions 25 (307) 2277-2282 (1706/07). The experiments were
made at room temperature, the pressure in the globe at optimum
being about 10 mbar; a perfectly dark room is necessary. The
effects have been shown on 24 June, 2002, on Dutch television, in
the science program Flogiston ofWim T. Schippers (and Rob van
Hattum).

Acknowledgement
I would like to thank Hendrik de Waard for his kind comments
during the try outs.
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ACTIVITIES

EPS-12 General Conference 'Trends in Physics'
held in Budapest
M. C.B. Huber and C. Rossel

.............................................................................................................................................................................

D uring the last week of August, 463 physicists from 41 coun
tries took part in the 12th General Meeting of theEPS to

review recent developments and future trends in physics and its
multi-disciplinary applications in science and technology. In
order to establish newlinks with the next generation ofphysicists,
EPS12 was organised to overlap for two days with the 17th Inter
national Conference of Physics Students (ICPS2002). Thus about
200 physics students could meet and exchange ideas with their
physicist colleagues. In particular, the second day of EPS-12 was
scheduled as 'Young Physicists' Day' and devoted to oral presenta
tions by the authors of prize-winning posters of the student
conference.

The EPS-12 programme consisted of 21 plenary talks of gen
eral interest, twelve topical symposia and two poster sessions. For
the first time in the history of the EPS conferences, a large part of
the presentations was transmitted in real time through the inter
net, as a so-called EUROTRON conference. The transparencies
and electronic presentation files shown during the plenary ses
sions will be accessible online at: www.epsI2.kfki.hu/eurotron/.

In the opening talk, the Cecil Powell Memorial Lecture, Dennis
Weaire (Trinity College, Dublin) discussed 'The value of useless
studies' (see page 170), with reference to two famous Irish physi
cists, Lord Kelvin and George Francis Fitzgerald. Indeed, while
often criticised by the public or politicians, so-called 'useless' stud
ies have occasionally opened the way to major breakthroughs,
such as wireless communication, that changed our world dra
matically. The subsequent plenary talks were devoted to several
key areas of contemporary solid-state physics, including semi
conductor heterostructures, quantum cascade lasers, quantum
dynamics ofnanomagnets, spintronics and photonics. Modelling
of collective human behaviour, social dynamics and crowd con
trol also raised great interest in the audience.

In the second half of the week, reviews on gravitational
physics and on the origin of cosmic rays preceded talks about
deconfined nuclear matter, on nuclear and on fusion issues. In the
morning of the last day, the participants listened to presentations
of results from high-energy experiments, both in high-density
plasmas and with elementary particles, and these were followed
by a lecture on physics in Latin America. The afternoon then
brought reviews on quantum interference and on many other,
laser-induced quantum effects. In the concluding lecture, given
in honour of the centennial of Eugene Wigner's birth, 1. Tisza
pondered the legacy of this renowned Hungarian physicist.

In the General Meeting of the society members, EPS President
Martial Ducloy spoke on the state of the Society and, in particu
lar, gave an outlook on the 'World Year of Physics 2005'. He also
attributed the Gero Thomas Memorial Medal to E.W.A. Linge
man for his many valuable contributions to EPS. In the course of
EPS-12 various other awards and prizes were attributed such as
the prestigious Agilent Technologies Europhysics Prize, the EPS
Public Understanding ofPhysics Prize and the newly created EPS
BPU Prize for Environmental Physics, to mention a few (see list of
laureates at www.eps.org).As a new initiative in the history ofEPS
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conferences, a well attended round table discussion about the .
future ofEuropean Research and Development took place on the
second day. The panel of experts debated on questions related to

• Teaching of physics in schools and public understanding of
physics,

• Large-scale experiments and large-scale research facilities,
• Globalisation of science,
• The future ofphysics publications (electronic publishing), and the
• Promotion of the European Research Area.

On the leisure side, it is worth mentioning the wonderful organ
concert organised in the Matthias Church on the castle hill of
Budapest. An excursion to a horse farm out in the puszta as well
as the conference dinner in the Stefania Palace provided relief
from the intense sessions, and offered ample opportunities for
social and informal professional interactions amongparticipants.

The exciting scientific programme on 'Trends in Physics' was
prepared by an International Programme Committee chaired by
Norbert Kr06 (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest); and
the entire event was impeccably organised by an international
Organising Committee under the indefatigable leadership of
Denes 1. Nagy (Roland Eotvos Physical Society, Budapest). They
and their colleagues from the local organising committee
deserve our warmest and heartfelt thanks for hosting such a stim
ulating meeting, which brought together young and established
physicists!

As announced in the closing ceremony, the next general con
ference EPS13 will take place during 200'S-the World Year of
Physics in Bern, Switzerland, for the centennial celebration ofEin
stein's "annus mirabilis".
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ACTIVITIES

Lise Meitner Prize 2002
Wolfram von Oertzen,
Chairman of the Lise Meitner Selection Committee
.......................................................................................................................................................................

The European Physical Society announces that the Lise Meit
ner Prize 2002 is awarded to Prof. James Philip Elliott,

University of Sussex (UK) Prof. Francesco lachello, University of
Yale (USA) for their innovative applications of group theoretical
methods to the understanding of atomic nuclei.

Symmetries in nuclei

have played adominant

role in the development

of the understanding of

fundamental properties

of matter.

both at that time at the Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut (KVI) in
Groningen (Netherlands). In this model, nuclear structure is
described in terms of degrees of freedom involving subunits of
integer spins (bosons). The concept of dynamical symmetries
used in these studies is based on the fact that a symmetry may be
broken in such a way as to lift the degeneracy in the energies but
not alter the wave functions. A combination of the fermion and
the boson degrees of freedom has lead to the introduction, by F.
lachello, of super-symmetry in nuclei which recently has been
confirmed experimentally. Dynamic symmetries have also been
applied by him, in the fields of elementary particle physics and
molecular physics.

The description of nuclear structure based on the concepts,
introduced by the two laureates, continues to play a pivotal role in
the present nuclear structure studies in which large g-detector
arrays like EUROBALL and Garnmasphere are used. These con
cepts will be very important in the future studies of the newly
accessible region ofexotic nuclei (proton rich Z::l> N, or very neu
tron rich N » Z), when a new generation of radioactive beam
facilities become operational.

A The Use Meitner Prize 2002 recipients, Professor lames P. Elliot
(left) and Professor Francesco lachello (right).

For general public, Refs.:
R. Casten and W Feng, Phys. Today 11 (1984) 26

Physics World, october 1999, p. 19; august 2001, p. 24

J.P. Elliott, J. Phys. G 25 (1999) p.77

The physics case
The study of the discrete energy spectra of small quantum sys
tems relates to fundamental symmetries in nature. These
symmetries determine the "conserved quantities" describing the
intrinsic properties of such systems and are needed in quantum
mechanics to characterize the state of a system.

Symmetries in nuclei have played a dominant role in the
development of the understanding of fundamental properties of

matter. Energy spectra of
atomic nuclei reflect symme
tries related to the properties of
the two fundamental building
blocks, the proton and the neu
tron, which carry a half integer
spin and are thus character
ized by the symmetries of
fermions.

The special mathematical
tool needed to describe sym
metry in quantum systems is
known as group theory. The
symmetry of the nuclear force
under rotations in spin and in
isospin has lead to the intro-
duction of an even larger
symmetrygroup (SU(4), intro

duced by E. Wigner (Nobel Prize, 1963). The major contribution
00. P. Elliott in this field, came in the 1950's.Itprovided an under
standing of the structure of the spectra oflight nuclei in terms of
an underlying symmetry, expressed by the symmetry group
SU(3). This symmetry reflects the dynamics of a many fermion
system. The introduction of this method into nuclear physics
opened new ways to the understanding of nuclear structure in
general, in particular it allowed for the reconciliation ofthe spher
ical shell model of Maria Goeppert-Mayer and H. Jensen (Nobel
prize, 1963) with the collective and liquid drop models of A.
Bohr and B. Mottelson (Nobel Prize, 1975) which existed as sepa
rate and distinct descriptions of the nucleus. The work
demonstrated that dynamical symmetries occur in the energy
spectra of nuclei, a concept which also influenced the early work
of elementary particle physics on the structure of hadrons, and
which has led to the application of these concepts in nuclear,
atomic and molecular physics.

Following up this work the Interacting Boson Model or Inter
acting Boson Approximation (IBA) was the next major step in
applying the concept of dynamical symmetries to the under
standing of the spectra of a large number of atomic nuclei. The
Interacting Boson Model has been introduced in 1975 by F.
lachello in collaboration with A. Arima ofthe University ofTokyo,
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NEWS FROM EPS

noticeboard

Constitutional review................•..................•......
The Constitutional Review Working Group met during the EPS
General Meeting in Budapest. Many important issues were
discussed, including creating a category of student members
and opening membership to other European Learned Societies.
The Group is to prepare a report for the Executive Committee,
and for Council. If you have any ideas on how to improve the
EPS constitution, please let us know.

lAPS in Mulhouse
..................•......................••......
The International Association of Physics Students at its General Assemble
adopted statutes and by-laws to establish its permanent headquarters in
Mulhouse. For the past three years, lAPS has had its postal address at the
EPS. Now it will officially be co-located in Mulhouse.

Framework Programme 6.....•.......................•.....•....................•...
The FP6 Working Group met during the EPS General Meeting in Budapest. The Working
Group was established to provide information and advice on FP6 to the Executive
Committee and to EPS members. The Working Group will be advising on the most relevant
web links for understanding FP6 and for obtaining information on calls, as well as trying
to obtain call texts prior to publication for EPS comments. EPS Divisions and Groups will
also be asked to provide their input on how the EPS could be most effective at the EU.

Agilent Technologies Prize.....•............................•..........•....•.........
Nominations are open for the 2003 AgilentTechnologies Europhysics Prize. The prize shall
be given in recognition of a recent work by one or more individuals in the area of physics
of condensed matter, specifically work leading to advances in the fields of electronic,
electrical and materials engineering. The award may be given for either pure or applied
research at the discretion of the Society. Only complete nominations will be considered.
For a nomination to be complete, it must include:
- a complete CV
- a publication list (not more than 5 pages)
- an indication of the three most relevant papers to the nomination
- a description of the work justifying the nomination (up to 2 A4 pages)
- a suggested short citation

The deadline for the receipt of nominations is 15 October 2002. Nominations should be
sent to David LEE, EPS, 34 rue Marc Seguin, BP 2136,68060 Mulhouse Cedex, France, to the
attention of the AgilentTechnolgies Europhysics Prize Selection Committee. Please keep
your nomination confidential. Proposals will be acknowledged but not followed by any
further correspondence.

europhysla neWS' EP'tliMRElV )r.:fOBBR 2002

HEPP Public Outreach
Prize
...•...•.................•......
The EPS High Energy Physics Outreach Prize
2002 has been awarded to Professor Michael
Kobel (Germany) for his work in bringing high
energy particle physics into schools in Germany.
In particular he has worked directly with
educators to introduce particle physics into the
curriculum, both through the creation of new
materials and the imaginative use of concepts
developed in other European countries. He has
also been instrumental in promoting activities
such as master classes.
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The book gives an introduction to the conceptual and theo
retical basis of an interdisciplinary field of research: charge

and energy transfer processes in molecular aggregates, which
play a role in physics, chemistry and biology. According to this
goal, the first three chapters give an introduction to the concep
tual and theoretical background ofthe field. After an introductory
chapter, in chapter 2 electronic and vibrational molecular states
are discussed. Chapter 3 gives the basis for the description of the
dynamics of isolated and open quantum systems. Beginning
with the description of time dependent processes in the frame
work of the Schrodinger equation, the density operator and on
the basis of the projection operator formalism the reduced densi
ty operator, the quantum master equation and various
approximations are introduced. Using these concepts, in the fol
lowing chapters several applications are discussed. Chapter 4
considers the relaxation and redistribution ofvibrational energy.
Intramolecular electronic transitions are the subject of chapter 5.
Here electronic transitions in connection with the emission and
absorption of light and internal conversion are discussed. Chap
ter 6 is devoted to the electron transfer. After a classification of
electron transfer reactions, theoretical models are presented and
applied to the electron transfer in donor-acceptor complexes. Fur
thermore the nonadiabatic electron transfer in polar solvents
and the photoinduced ultrafast electron transfer are discussed.
This chapter concludes with some generalizations of the theoret
ical treatment ofelectron transfer. In addition to electron transfer,
also proton transfer plays are very important role in various
fields in biology, chemistry and physics. Because protons behave
in many respects as quantum particles, in chapter 7 on proton
transfer, the differences and similarities to electron transfer are
worked out putting in this way the proton transfer in the general
context of the book. The theory for the energy transfer via exci
tons shows also many formal similarities to the electron transfer
theory. After the discussion of the Hamiltonian of the problem
and the optical absorption of excitons, in chapter 9 first the inco
herent exciton transfer is discusses on the basis of the Forster
transfer rates. Then the general problem is treated in the frame
work of density matrix theory. In the concluding chapter a
personal outlook of the authors on future developments is given.
The book has more than 400 pages and 100 figures. Despite the
considerable volume some - in the Opini9n of the referee - im
portant aspects are missing. In connection with the discussion of
experimental results, the Green's function method plays a wide
spread role and in a future edition the discussion of the connec
tion with the briefly mentioned correlation function method
would be desirable. Furthermore, most ofthe present theoretical
research work in connection with electronic degrees of freedom
is formulated in terms of second quantization. Students starting

Book Reviews, EPS Secretariat
BP 2136, 68060 Mulhouse Cedex, France

If you are interested in reviewing one.of the above books, or in
receiving books for review in general, please send us name, and
contactco-ordinates, along with the your field(s) ofspecialisation
to:

Silicon Wafer Bonding Technology for VLSI and MEMS
Applications
S.S.lyer, A.J. AUbehon-Her¥e, lEE -INSPE( (EMIS Processin~ Series
n01),2002, 149 pages

Semiconductor Spintronics And Quantum Computation
DD. Awschalom, D. Loss, N.5amarth, Springer, 2002,311 pages

Nano-Physics & Bio-Electronics: a new Odyssey
T. Chakraborty, F. Peeter, U. Sivan, Elsevier, 2002, 354 pages

Matter & Interactions. Electric and magnetic interactions
(Vol.lI)
R. Chabay, B. Sherwood, WHey, 2002, 936 pages

Matter & Interactions. Mo.dern Mechanics (Vol.l)
R. Chabay, B. Sherwood, Wiley, 2002, 43;1 pages

Introduction To Mesoscopic Physics (Second Edition)
Y.lmry, Oxford University Press, 2002, 236 pages

Introduction To Dusty Plasma Physics
P.K. Shukla, AA Mamun, lOP Publishing, 2002, 270 pages

Information And Measurement (Second Edition)
lCG. Lesurf, lOP Publishing, 2002, 295 pages

From Semiconductors To Proteins: beyond the average
structur.e
SJ.L BHllnge, M.F.Thorpe, Kluwer AcademidPlenum Pub}, 2002, 287
pages

Peter Reinecker, Ulm University, Germany

............................................................................Books for review

to work in this field should get some acquaintance with it. 'friplet
states should also be discussed more extensively and in that con
nection the information derived from spin resonance, which
plays a major role in various aspects of the field, should not be
missed. Another aspect, which could be improved, is the way in
which references are treated in the text. There is a section on
"Suggested Reading", but the relation with the text or in the op
posite direction is not easily recognized.
Apart from these minor points which might be improved in a
following edition and taking into account the subtitle "A Theo
retical Introduction", the book represents a useful introduction
into the filed of charge and energy transfer dynamics in molec
ular systems. I am convinced that it is well suited for students of
physics after they have learned quantum mechanics. Students of
chemistry might have some problems and this holds even more
for students ofbiology. Besides for students the book might also
be of interest for researchers in the field for a fast brush up ofba
sic knowledge.

rvoikh;dM:;Oliv~rKuh~
Wiley- VCH, 2000

416pages

Charge and Energy
Transfer Dynamics in
Molecular Systems

I \

BOOK REVIEWS

Charge and Energy
Transfer Dynamics in
Molecular Systems
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Contact Susan Mackie • EDP Sciences. 250, rue Saint Jacques • F-75005 Paris. France
Phone +33 (0)1 55 42 50 51 • tax +33 (0)1 463321 06 • e-mail mackie@edpsciences.org

Call for proposals 2003

LURE: Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory - France

~

VACANCY N1-1/0

Description of the facility

LURE is one of the biggest European facilities dedicated to the
use of Synchrotron Radiation (SR). It has two storage rings, DCI
and SUPER-ACa and a linear accelerator which provides positron
beams for ftlling both machines. DCI produces x-rays in the
energy range 2-50 KeV, thanks in particular to a superconducting
wiggler. In SUPER-ACa radiations are available from far infrared
to soft x-rays (5 KeV).
Some 40 experimental stations, 20 on each ring, can be operated
simultaneously. Most SR applications are possible with a special
emphasis on molecular and atomic physics, surface sciences,
absorption spectroscopy, diffraction and biology.
A special feature of LURE is the important use of the beam
temporal structure at SUPER-ACa which operates 50% of the
time in the two bunch mode.
SUPER ACa operates in average 4 days a week with a total of
about 165 days per year. The corresponding figures for DCI are 5
days a week, 170 days per year.

Support of researchers from non French EUMember Countries
and Associated States*
When a project has been accepted, the LURE, under the EC
program for the Access to Large Scale Facilities, can reimburse
per diem expenses, under the following conditions: a researcher
given access to the Facility is eligible to receive reimbursement of
expenses, excluding travel, if he is normaly working in one of the
Member States of the Community or Associated States*.

Call for Proposals
Scientific experiment proposals are selected once per year by,peer
review panels (named programm committees by LURE) on the
basis of scientific excellence.
For the experiments to be performed in 2003 proposals must be
submitted by : December 1st, 2002
on forms which can be obtained (as well as general informations)
from:

http:Uwww.lure.u-psud.fr

PROJETS 2003
More information for applications can be obtained at

Laboratoire LURE
Centre Universitaire Paris-Sud

Bat. 209 D - B.P. 34
91898 ORSAY Cedex

Tel. 33 (0)164468014 - Fax. 33 (0)164 46 4148
email.projets@lure.u-psud.fr

Overview
So far; and thanks to successive programs from the European
Commission for the access to large scale facilities, scientists from
the European Union (EU) Member States have completed more
than 600 experiments at LURE.

* A5sociated countries include Bulgaria, Republic of Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Iceland, Israel, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia,
Slovenia.

General Director of SRON

The Space Research Organization Netherlands SRON is the
National Institute for space research. SRON develops and exploits
state-of-the-art instrumentation for front-line astrophysical and earth
oriented space research. SRON's leading role in the scientific
utilization of space is based on a synergetic combination of in-depth
knowledge of the science drivers, cutting-edge technologies for
instrument development and system level know-how for payload
procurement.
SRON is widely recognized as one of the leading institutions in
Europe in its field. It has a long and successful track record of
numerous scientific instruments on science satellites for ESA, NASA
and other space agencies. SRON collaborates closely with
universities, research institutes and industry, in the Netherlands and
abroad.
The National Institute has establishments in Utrecht and Groningen,
over 200 employees and a yearly budget of approximately € 15
million.
SRON is part of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research
NWO.

Job description and requirements
• You are expected to initiate, stimulate and lead SRON's space

research programme at the frontiers of science and technology.
This demands a scientific stature on the level of a professorship in
one of the relevant scientific or technical disciplines in
combination with first-rate management skills. A solid
understanding of device and instrument physics is a prerequisite,
with demonstrated ample international experience in experimental
(space) research.

• On the basis of a clear division of tasks between you and the
Deputy Director, you are responsible for the integral management
of the institute. You think: strategically, have a visionary view on
space research and possess initiating and diplomatic qualities in
order to turn this vision into a coherent and feasible long-term
research programme.

• You are expected to operate in a complex and varied national and
international network. You have proven capabilities to build,
maintain and productively use such network in an effective way.
You represent SRON at its main stakeholders such as NWO, ESA,
universities, industry and the ministry of Education, Culture and
Science.

• You will report and be accountable to the Board of SRON.

EmplQyment conditions: This is a full-time position. You will be
employed by NWO. The initial appointment will be for five years with
the possibility of reappointment.
The salary will be in agreement with the level and the responsibilities
of the position. NWO offers excellent fringe benefits.

Information: For more information on SRON and the function of
General Director of SRON, see www,sron nI, where a full job
description can be found.
Additional information can be obtained from Dr A.P.M. Baede,
chairman of the SRON Board. (Tel +31 30 231 5292 e-mail:
fons_baede@hetnet.nl).

Application: A letter of application including a full curriculum vitae
should be sent to: Mr. W.G. Sillevis Smitt, Head of Personnel Office of
NWO, p.a. Box 93138,2509 AC The Hague, The Netherlands.
The closing date for applications is October 11,2002.



Materials Research Society Spring Meeting Announcement &

call for papers

GENERAl
V: Semiconductor Spintranics 11
W: Multiscale Phenameno in Materials-fJ<periments and ModeJing

Related 10 Mechanical 8ehavior
X: Frontiers of Materials Research
Y: Advanced Optical Processing 01 Materials
Z: Mechanisms in Electrochemical Deposition and Corrosion

NANOSTllUCTURfD MATERIALS
P: Sel~Assembled NanostnJctured Malerials
Q: Unconventional Approaches to NanoslnJdlJre.s with Applications

in Electronics, Photonics, Infonmation Stcroge, and Sensing
R: Nanomognetism
S: Nanoscole Thenmal Transport-From Fundamentcls to Devices
T: Nanoslrucl\Jring Materials with Energetic Beams
U: Mechanical Properties Derived from Nanostructuring Materials

For symposium descrip~ons, obstrod submission instructiOf1s, and updated meeting information, visit the MRS Web site:

SCHEDULED SYMPOSIA

MOlfCUlAR MATERIAlS AND BIOMATERIA1S
K: Malecular-Scale Electronics and Optoelectronics
L: Organic and Palymeric Materials and Devices
M: Nanotube-Based Devices
N: Biomicroelectromechanical Syslerns (BioMEMS)
0: Malerials Inspired by Biology

2003 MRS SPRING MEETING • APRIL 21-25, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
The 2003 Materials Research Society Spring Mee~ng will be held April 21-25, 2003, in Son Francisco, California, at the
Son Francisco Mamott and Argent Hotels. 1he m~ng will indlXle 25 symposia !hot highlight new odvances in the underslonding,
synthesis, and applica~on 01 materials ind~ Relds.

CONTACT INFORMATION

NOVEMBER 1
Ior abstracts sent via the
MRS Web site

lATE ABSTRACTS Will
NOT BE ACCEPTED.

ABSTRACT DEADLINES

lMIBlliJ
Materials Research Society
506 Keystone Drive
Warrendole, PA 15086-7573 USA

Tel: 724-779-3003
Fax: 724-779-8313

(general)
724-779-3030

(abstract submittal)
E-mail: inlo@mrs.org

OCTOBER 18
For abstracts sent via fox or mail

ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL MATERIA1S
A: Amorphous and Nonocryslalline Silicon-Based Films-2003
8: Compound Semiconductor Photovoltcics
C: New Applications for Wide-Bandgap Semiconductors
D: CMOS Front-End Materials and Process Technology

'--------------' E: Malerials, Technology, and Reliability for Advanced Inlerconnects
and Low-k Dielectrics

F: Chemical-Mechanical Planarizatian
G: Integration of Heterogeneous 1hin-Film Materials and Devices
H: Flexible Electronics-Materials and Device Technology
I: Oploe1edranics of Group-lV-Based Materials
J: Microphalonics, Nanopholonics, ond Photonic ery.tcls

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY· ACCESS TO RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES
ACTION OF THE IMPROVING HUMAN POTENTIAL PROGRAMME

(CONTRACT N° HPRI-CT·2001-00170)

LABORATOIRE LEON BRILLOUIN
European Research with Neutron Beams

CALL FOR PROPOSALS {3
•loborQl0lre
Leo" arlllouln

LLB has been recognized by E.U. as a major infrastructure dedicated to research on the structure and dynamics of condensed matter by neutron
scattering or imaging. The neutron beams are supplied by Orphee, one of the highest flux and most modem reactors in Europe, equipped with one
hot and two cold sources, making available neutrons of any wavelength between 0.7 and 15 A.

THE 26 NEUTRON SCATTERING AND IMAGING FACILITIES AT LLB· ORPHEE - SACLAY
(including diffractometers for single crystals, powders, liquids and materials science, small-angle scattering instruments,
reflectometers, triple-axis, time-of-flight and spin-echo spectrometers for inelastic scattering, and neutron radiography)

are open to Scientists from Member States in the European Union (France excluded) and from the Associated
States (*), wishing to perform experiments with neutron beams in condensed matter physics, chemistry,

materials science, biology or geosciences.

(0) : BULGARIA, CZECH REPUBLIC, REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS, ESTONIA, HUNGARY, ICELAND, ISRAEL, LATVIA, LIECHTENSTEIN, LITHUANIA,
NORWAY, POLAND, ROMANIA, SLOVAKIA, SLOVENIA

Experimental proposals must be submitted in writing using Application Forms (which can be found on our web-site)

DEADLINES FOR PROPOSALS ARE : APRIL 1"- AND OCTOBER 1"- OF EACH YEAR

The written proposals will be examined by a peer review international Selection Panel on the basis of scientific merit and priority
to new users and young scientists

- Access is provided free of charge for the selected user teams
- Travel and subsistence up to two users may be reimbursed by the programme

Application Forms, informations about the HPRI programme and the LLB facilities can be obtained from :

SCIENTIFIC SECRETARY· HPRI PROGRAMME Phone: 33 (0) 1690860 38 Fax: 33 (0) 169 08 82 61
LABORATOIRE LEON BRILLOUIN, CEA / SACLAY e-mail: experience@Ub.saclay.cea.fr Web site: http://www.Ub.cea.fr
F - 91191 GIF-SUR-YVETTE, FRANCE



UCD
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DUBLIN

All Coltii~tl' OJlu"iJl' Ba;t. A'flrtt Cliatfr

University College Dublin wasfounded in 1854 and was established as a non-denominational

University in 1908. With astudent population ofapproximately 20,000 (1,500from overseas), and

tenfaculties, UCD is the largest University in Ireland. The Universitygraduates 5,000 students
with primary andpostgraduate degrees each year.

PROFESSOR OF
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS
(ApPLIED MATHEMATICS AND/OR

THEORETICAL PHYSICS)

The Governing Authority cifthe University invites applicationsfor thefull-time permanent

Prcifessorship ofMathematical Physics in the:

FACULTIES OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

(Ref: 000973)

The Department ofMathematical Physics currently has 7 full-time academic staff.The Staff
of the Department teach and carry out research in Applied Mathematics and Theoretical
Physics. The principal teaching commitments are in the Bachelors of Arts and Science
degrees (including special programmes in Mathematical Science and Theoretical Physics).

Applicants for the Chair shall possess:

• A doctoral degree awarded by a recognised University

• Teaching experience at university level

• A distinguished record of research in an area ofApplied Mathematics and/or
Theoretical Physics, as evidenced by publications in top ranking journals and
contributions to international conferences

• A proven academic leadership record, including the supervision ofPh.D. students

• A proven record ofattracting research funds

The salary scale is in the range of€83,850 to €107,737 (new entrants)

Prior to application, further information (including application procedure) should be
downloaded from our website: www.ucd.ie/vacancies or obtained from:

The Personnel Department,
University College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland

(quoting the above reference number).
Tel: +353-1-7161653; Fax: +353.,.1-2692472

Email: Orla.Cosgrave@ucd.ie
For more detailed information on the Department of Mathematical Physics

please consult the Department's Website: www.ucd.ie/"..1nath-phy/

Closing for receipt ofcompleted applications is: 5:00pm on Friday, 1 November 2002.

UCD is an equal opportunities employer.
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The forthcoming deadline for applications
for magnet time allocation (February to
July 2003) at the

GRENOBLE HIGH MAGNETIC
FIELD LABORATORY

is November 15,2002.

Scientists of EU countries and
Associated States* are entitled to
apply under the HPP Programme
« Transnational Access to Major
Research Infrastructures» to obtain a
financial support according to rules
defined by the EC. Application forms
are available on request.

* Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Republic of
Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary, Iceland, Israel,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Norway,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia.

Please contact:

E. Mossang

Laboratoire des Champs Magnetiques
Intenses,

Max-Planck-Institut fur
Festkorperforschung et Centre National
de la Recherche Scientifique

B.P.166

38042 Grenoble Cedex 9

FRANCE

Tel. : 33- 4.76.88.74.87

Fax: 33- 4.76.85.56.10

e-mail: mossang@grenoble.cnrsJr



Ecole Polytechnique
Department of Physics

Faculty Position

Universileil Antwerpen
Faculletl Welenschappen
Departement Naluurtunde

The Department of Physics of the Ecole Polytechnique, in
Palaiseau (France), invites applications for two tenured positions
of full Professor in Physics, the highest available position at the
Ecole. The appointments would begin in the fall of 2003 and
2004 respectively. The successful candidates, of international
reputation, will be expected to carry a vigorous research
program within the existing research labs of the School. The
position also requires a strong interest in teaching. The lectures
may be initially delivered in English for a year or two. There is
no restriction on the age or nationality of the candidate.

The Ecole Polytechnique is an internationally-oriented scientific
undergraduate and graduate school, which offers start-up
packages, chair support and excellent research and teaching
facilities, together with many possibilities of collaboration with
partner research, academic or industrial institutions.

Applicants should send as soon as possible and no later than
February 15, 2003, a detailed curriculum vita, a description of
their teaching and research experience and plans, and the name
and e-mail addresses of at least three references from
internationally-known researchers to Professor Edouard Brezin,
Chair of the Search Committee, Departement de Physique, Ecole
Polytechnique, 91128 - Palaiseau Cedex, FRANCE, with an e
mail copy of all the material to edouard.brezin@ ensJr. Further
information can be obtained from the department chair, or from
the web site on www.polytechnique.edu. .

Postdoctoral fellowships at the
Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen

The Niels Bohr Institute is part of the Physics Department of
Copenhagen University (NBlfAFG) and has active theoretical
and experimental research programs in particle physics, nuclear
physics, and the physics of nonlinear and complex systems.
The Institute shares building facilities with the independent
Nordic research Institute, Nordita and there is considerable
scientific collaboration with that Institute. More information
about the Institute is available at http"/fwww.nbLdk/.

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, list of publications,
a statement of research interests and goals, and arrange for
2-3 letters of reference, to be sent to

Niels Bohr Institute
clo UUa Holm
Blegdamsvej 17
DK-2100 Copenhagen
Denmark.
Fax +45 35325400
E-mail: postdoc@nbLdk

Applications for the academic year 2003/2004 should arrive
before 9 December 2002.

The European Higher Education Area
Advanced Academic Studies

Master in Physics / Nanophysics
Academic year 2002 - 2003

The Master program, organized by the University of AntWerp, is
modular and starts with a basic module, after which the student
chooses at least two out of the advanced modules:

• Experimental Nanophysics
• Electron Microscopy
• Theoretical Nanophysics
• Computational Nanophysics

Applications are invited from university graduate students in
physics, chemistry and applied sciences and from persons who
have been awarded equivalent non-university degrees.

Further information can be found on the web site
http://www.ua.ac.be/nanophysics/master

If you have and job vacancies why not
advertise them in

europhysics news
Reach over 29.000 physicists and related

professionals in almost every field in Europe
without wasting your budget on the wrong

audience!

(fI/J
EDP
SCIENCES

www.edpsciences.org

Susan Mackie
250, rue Saint Jacques
F~75005 Paris. France

Tel. +33 (0) 1 55 42 50 51
Fax +33 (0) 1 46 33 21 06
mackie@edpsciences.org



A Programme of the European Science Foundation
with the support of the European Commission

2003 PROGRAMME
Physics, Engineering & Material Sciences

On line at: http://www.esf.org/euresco/

• Solid/Fluid Interfaces*:
Euroconference on Complex Fluid Interfaces,
San Feliu de Guixols, Spain, 29 March - 3 April
Chair: R.K. Thomas (Oxford)

• Advanced Environments and Tools
for High Performance Computing*:
Euroconference on Problem Solving
Environments and the Information Society,
Albufeira, Portugal, 14 - 19 June
Chair: E. Houstis (Patras)

• Biological Surfaces and Interfaces*:
Euroconference on Understanding and
Improving Specific Interactions,
Castelvecchio Pascoli, Italy, 21 - 26 June
Chairs: A.G. Thomas (Manchester) and
F. Jones (London)

• Bionanotechnology*:
Euroconference on Biomolecular Devices,
Granada, Spain, 9 - 14 July
Chair: A.J. Turberfield (Oxford)

• What Comes beyond the Standard
Model?:
Symmetries beyond the Standard Model,
Portoroz, Slovenia (prov.), 12 - 17 July
Chair: N.S. Mankoc-Borstnik (Ljubljana)

• Molecular Liquids*:
Routes from Local Order to Large-Scale
Cooperativity Euroconference,
Castelvecchio Pascoli, Italy, 5 - 10 September
Chair: R. Buchner (Regensburg)

• Fundamental Problems of
Mesoscopic Physics:
Interactions and Decoherence in Mesoscopic
Systems,
Granada, Spain, 6 - 11 September
Chair: I.V. Lemer (Birmingham)

• Bose-Einstein Condensation*:
Euroconference on the New Trends in Physics
of Quantum Gases,
San Feliu de Guixols, Spain, 13 - 18 September
Chair: Y.G. Castin (Paris)

• Surface Plasmon Photonics*:
Euroconference on Nano-Optics,
Granada, Spain, 20 - 25 September
Chairs: L. Martin-Moreno (Zaragoza) and
F. Garcia-Vidal (Madrid)

• Quantum Optics*:
Euroconference on Cavity QED and Quantum
Fluctuations: From Fundamental Concepts to
Nano-Technology,
Granada, Spain (prov.), 27 September - 2 October
Chair: A. Lambrecht (Paris)

• Fundamental Aspects of Surface Science:
Manufacture and Properties of Structures with
Reduced Dimensionality,
Albufeira, Portugal (prov.), 4 - 9 October
Chair: B. Poelsema (Enschede)

• Electromagnetic Interactions with
Nucleons and Nuclei*:
From QCD to Low Energy Phenomena 
A Euroconference,
Santorini, Greece (prov.), 6 - 11 October
Chair: E. DeSanctis (Frascati)

Conferences are open to researchers world-wide, whether from industry or academia.
Participation will be limited to 100.

Deadline for applications: 3-4 months before a conference.
The registration fee covers full board and lodging. Grants are available (*EC support from the High

Level Scientific Conferences Activity), in particular for nationals under 35 from EU or Associated States.

For information & application forms contact:
J. Hendekovic, EURESCO Office, ESF, 1 quai Lezay-Marn sia, 67080 Strasbourg, France

Fax: +33 (0)388 36 69 87 E-mail: euresco@esf.org http://www.esf.org/euresco
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